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Abstract

A program of Family Crisis Intervention Training for Police

Officers represents the application of a set of current psych-

ological techniques to several pressing social needs. The set

of psychological techniques consists of those techniques men-

tal helath practitioners have developed as effective in dealing

with interpersonal conflict. The social needs to be met are:

The need from a mental health viewpoint to service persons

with interpersonal difficulties, the need from a crime pre-

vention viewpoint to effect an early reduction in interper-

sonal aggression (thereby reducing violence) and the societal

need to develop policing to a level of professionalism wherein

it can deal effectively with the behavior management problems

falling within its occupatiofial domain.

Accordingly, this program was designed to instruct police

officers in the use of family crisis intervention techniques

and to evaluate their effectiveness in the use of such techni-

ques.

Twelve police officers were given five to six hours training,

five days a week, for five weeks. This training consisted of

lectures on concepts relevant to the understanding of family

conflict; films and readings directed to specific policing and/

or social problems; simulated family crisis interventions con-

ducted with professional actors; video tape replay sessions

vii



wherein simulations were replayed with commentary from selected

actors and a psychologist; field interventions made with ob-

servers and followed by feed-back sessions; classroom and field

contact with area service agency personnel; and training group

conferences.

Following these five weeks of training, officers were as-

signed to one precinct in such a way that they were likely to

handle domestic trouble calls typical of that precinct. Calls

were given by the dispatchers to trained officers when they

were available but to other officers when trained officers

were unavailable. During the first three months of work in

the precinct, trained officers returned to the University

periodically to participate in, what might best be describe

as, case conferences.

Several kihds of data were collected at the beginning of

and during a five-month evaluation: (a) a course evaluation

given the trained officers immediately after training; (b) a

structured telephone interview with citizens dealt with by

trained compared to untrained officers; (c) an opinion ques-

tionnaire given trained officers four months into the project;

and (d) demographic and descriptive information of those in-

terventions made by trained officers.

Questionnaire data showed a very enthusiastic acceptance

of the project by police officers and a great deal of appre-

ciation of those techniques given them. Interview data showed

viii



that citizens were much more satisfied with the way trained

officers dealt with them than did untrained officers. Demo-

graphic and descriptive data were used to develop background

information bearing on the nature of family conflict and

interpersonal aggression.
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The Problem of Family Conflict

and the Emerging Solution

The Pro_ blem

One must assume a societal perspective in order to com-

prehend why police officers find themselves spending a sig-

nificant proportion of their on-duty time dealing with fam-

ilies in conflict.

On the surface the reason is that no one else takes the

responsibility for mediating family disputes. Of course,

this Ino one else' explanation is, admittedly, a superficial

one as it stands but becomes meaningful with reference to

the fact that in less complex societies--or at least in some

societies unlike current American society--dealing with fam-

ily conflict is the business of the extended family, the

immediate kin of the troubled family, or the neighborhood.

Family conflict, traditionally, has been regulated by the

in-group, itself, and persons outside the immediate group

were not expected to interfere. Parents, close relatives,

kinship elders, or some other respected and/or legitimate

insider mediated with authority, but with the interest

of the family and its immediate social extensions in mind.

In modern America, however, social mobility has placed

most nuclear families in geographical settings distant from

parents, relatives, or even neighbors who could be counted
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on to fairly mediate a dispute and to regulate unacceptable

behavior on the part of one or both marital partners. Con-

sequently, when a nuclear family in such social isolation
.e.-

has exhausted its internal resources and coping mechanisms

for handling conflict, it has no place to turn but to public

arbitration. In most cases this public arbitration is pro-

vidod by the police system.

Thus, it is the social isolation of the nuclear family

in current American Society that renders family crisis a

problem for authority outside the immediate social fabric

of the family. Since the mental health system in most

communities is not responsive to this Type of problem and

is seldom available round-the-clock on short notice, and

since many family conflicts involve violence or the potential

for violence, the problem has been set squarely upon the

shoulders of the police4

Compounding the problem of social isolation is the fact

that most contemporary families live under more frequent and

more intense stress than encountered by most families living

in a less complex and less rapidly changing environment.

As recent as two generations ago, America was primarily an

agrarian society wherein more simplistic life demands sel-

dom produced the intense sorts of psychological strains

on the individual typical of modern society. Interpersonal

strains were sililarly less problematic_since intact value

ti

.9

r
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systems better controlled needs and impulses and conduct

was orchestrated by belief and value systems common to the

entire culture. Thus, family conflict of the sort dealt

with by the police in modern society was probably both less

likely and less likely to erupt beyond the confines of the

primary group under earlier societal conditions.

Paradoxically, though, the contemporary family (which

suffers more stress and has less support from others) is

less receptive to help from outside. Reuben Hill (1958)

has recognized this paradox by pointing out that:

When the family is viewed historically, we can see
that it is more dependent today than it was formerly
on other agencies in society for fulfilling its pur-
poses. Once a self-contained economic and social
unit buttressed by kinship supports, the family now
has interdependent relations with many other associa-
tions in working out its problems.

but, . . . the more open the community (as in the modern
city), the more likely the family is closed in form;
and the more closed the community (as in the isolated
mountain village), the more open are the doors and
windows of the family to non-family members.

The Emerging Solution

No single solution to the problem of conflict within

the socially-isolated nuclear family has emerged, but sev-

eral promising efforts are currently being made. Given

that few feel that the traditional means of dealing with

family conflict can be restored in the form of extended

familial or kinship support for the family, agencies ex-

ternal to the family are responding to the problem. Mental
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Health service agencies and Social Service agencies have

responded out of a professi 11 orientation that views

personal and interpersonal difficulties of almost any nature

as being within their perview. On the other hand, because

the response of these mental health and social agencies

is necessarily limited in time, place, and most basically,

in terms of authority to use counter-force when necessary,

the police system has been given a major part in dealing

with "domestic trouble".

Thus, family conflict is dealt with by a variety of

agencies (mental health, social service, and police), and

this is the form of the emerging solution. The nature of

this emerging solution can hardly be argued, since it in-

volves the full range of helping agencies. However, there

remain several vary real problems which serve as obstacles

to the delivery of effective services to families in diffi-

culty. The first problem is resources. Neither the mental

health system nor the police system is adequately funded

and staffed to respond to the magnitude of this problem.

Bard (1970) for instance reports data showing one hundred

and seventeen family trouble calls made in one New York

precinct in one month, and during August of 1970, trained

officers in a Louisville district made some fifty-two family

trouble calls. Obviously, if all families were to receive

adequate help with their problems an immense professional

staff would be required.
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The second difficulty- -and one about which something

can be done--is the failure of mental health, social service,

and police systems to coordinate their efforts. From the

viewpoint of the police systra, coordination around this

problem is, at best, restricted because of the uncertain

acceptance of family conflict as part of their job, and at

worse, is actually rejected because it lies beyond the realm

of criminal behavior. Factors which militate against a

systematic involvement of the police in an integrated way

with other service agencies will be dealt with separately

below. Factors which discourage efforts toard a concerted

response from the mental health and social service system

are related to the historical fact that mental health pro-

fessionals, in particular, are both person oriented and office

oriented. The person orientation has led to individual

therapy outside the social context of the problem and to

a concentration on mostly personal, rather than interper-

sonal difficulties. The office orientation suggested that

the office, or clinic, was the proper place to practice

one's occupation; not someone's home. Consequently, family

conflicts were either not dealt with, or were the target

of a referral of one person to a clinic.

Fortunately, much of this is caanging (sae, Speck,

1964), but not to the extent that personal therapy, done

within an office or clinic setting, has bean displaced as
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the usual mode of operation for the mental health practicioner.

Even when some innovative agency-wide effort is made, it sel-

dom includes the police who are probably most deeply engaged

in responding to families in difficulty at the time and place

of that difficulty. Failure to coordinate with the police

system is partly understandable for several reasons; among

which are the perceived subprofessional status of the police

officer, his reluctance and inability to deal with these

problems, and the p;!rception on the part of both mental health

and police personnel that their jobs involve drastically

different client populations, different settings, and dif-

ferent goals. These perceptions represent a myoptic view

of the response o: the social system to interpersonal dif-

ficulties and fail to recognize that an integrated response

to interpersonal conflict will, in the end, require a co-

ordinated police, mental health, and social service effort.

Other misperceptions and biases on the side of the

police prove equally destructive in a cooperative effort

with mental health and social service agencies. Because

most policemen feel defeated when criminals are not prose-

cuted to the full extent of the law or when prisoners are

released early, they feel that the legal and helping sys-

tems are working at odds to effective policing and the

maintenance of social order. This fooling eventuates in

a mistrust of the legal and helping professions and in

its more severe stages, an open hostility towards them.
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Operating in conjunction with this disaf:ection is the

fact that tue average police officer is conceptually ill

equipped for unerstanding the conplexiti!s o: rehabilita-

tion and the innuendoes of dealing with human problems.

The jargon-hidden goals and aspirations (3.7 the mental health

and social qalfare systems fall beyond his comprehension.

The distrust and hostility directed to him from mental

health and social service professionals (who are similarly

insensitive to the different problems encountered by the

policeman and to the somewhat different orientation imposed

by them) eventuate in a very high level of mutual antagon-

ism.

It is indeed unfortunate that mental h:!alth practicioncrs

fail to foster 00SQ cooperation with the police since the

police can off..:r nuch to the overall menial health effort

of a community. As Bard (1970) points out, police services

night be included within a preventative mental health pro-

gram wherein police officers are used as paraprofessional

mental health and social workers. Specifically, the police

as paraproi-Jssional mental health agents are in a position

to operate as casefinders, thereby detecting potentially

disruptive personal and familial situations prior to a com-

plete breakdown. In addition, effective on-the-spot inter-

vention by police might reduce violence potential, aid toward

a solution of the immediate difficulty, and shield impres-

sionable children from an otherwise disturbing experience.
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The Role of the Police in the Solution

Basic to the failure of tale police system to respond

adequately to family conflict is an uncertainty about the

role of policing in a modern, democratic society and about

the legitimacy of the many non-crime related aspects of

police work. 2gon Bittner (1970), upon whom we rely heavily

in this section, cites tha problem as follows:

Because the idea that the police are basically a crime-
fighting agency has never been challenged in the past,
no one has troubled to sort out the remaining priorities.
Instead, the police have always been forced to justify
activities that did not involve law enforcement in the
direct sense by either linking them constructively to
law enforcement or by defining them as nuisance demands
for service. The dominance of this view, especially
in the minds of policemen, has two pernicious consequen-
ces. First, it leads to a teriency to view all sorts
of problems as if they involved culpable offenses and
to an excessive reliance on quasi-legal methods for
handling them. Second, the view that crime control
is the only serious, important, and necessary part of
police work has deleterious effects on the morale of
those police officers in the uniformed patrol who spend
most of their time with other matters.

It is generally recognized, then, that police reject

'family trouble' as a legitimate aspect of their job, place

low priority upon it, and fail to reward activities so directed,

The begrudging response to a family in conflict is thus,

usually either legalistic ("take a warrant, lady") or coer-

cive insofar as a troublesome party is ejected temporarily.

Such actions are indicated both from the criminal-victim

paradigm imposed upon the conceptual system of the indivi-

dual officer by the exclusive crime control philosophy
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of the police system and by the quasi-military structure

which, together with the many demands to quick action,

discourage modes of thought adequate in their abstrac-

tion and complexity for effective action in interpersonal

conflicts. On the other hand, policing, as a profession,

would be wise to accept certain service functions; among

them emergency medical aid and first-line processing of

interpersonal conflict. Without such a helping aspect,

policing (no matter how efficient in crime control)

will probably fail to attain professional status. Pro-

fessionals for the most part are engaged in activities

judged unequivocally desirable by members of society.

The doctor, educator, and lawyer, all provide services

which, except for a tolerably few deviations, are desired

and judged good by all. The policeman, boo/ever, in the

crime) control areas of his job enjoys no such clear cut

advantage since he is always interfering with the attain-

ment of one person's or group's goals for the sake of

preserving the ends of another person or group.

The policeman, in his exclusively control functions,

proceeds against freedom of action and of speech in the

interest of the common good. Nevertheless, he constantly

violates a value in its absolute form and, thus. his

actions are most often equivocal with respect to these

values.
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It is only in the service areas of his job that a

police officer can escape this paradox of always viola-

ting some value. When emergency medical aid is given,

the officer proceeds for life and against no other value.

When he helps a family in conflict, he proceeds for peace

and harmony, and against few important values. Thus,

for the sake of professional regard within contemporary

American society,' the policeman should accept the major

aspects of his service role and develop expertise in them.

If he fails to engage in service and adopts a strict

military, crime-control stance, he will probably not

attain professional status, and the problem of policing

a complex, modern, democratic society will be exacerbated.

It requires absolutely no fabrication to place family

crises squarely within the perview of the police system.

Since the police are the only agents of the society li-

censed to use counter-force against citizens prior to

litigation, and since scores of family crises require

the use of counter-force to prevent and/or offset violence

directed toward one or toward both parties, the police

are the logical initial intervention agents in such situ-

ations. It is foolhardy to ignore the potential violence

of domestic disputes, since most homicides occur among

family members. As Wolfgang (1958) points out following

an analysis of homocides in Philadelphia:
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A majority of homicides involve parsons closely re-
lated in primary group contacts. In 53% of the cases
the victim was a close friend of the killer, a family
member, paramour, or homosexual partner. Forty-one
percent of the female victims were killed by their
husband.

Even short of homicide, assault most often occurs

between persons intimately acquainted. As the 1967 FBI

Uniform Crime Report indicated: "Most aggrivated assaults

occur within the family unit or among neighbors or acquain-

tences. The victim and offender relationship, as as

the very nature of the attack, makes this crime similar to

murder."

It is, thus, obvious that the primary group is the

setting for homicide and the context for most person-directed

violence. It is also obvious that one of the few effec-

tive preventative measures to be leveled against homi-

cide and assault in a society structured such as ours

is a quick, efficient, intervention by police officers.

Thus, if policing is going to take seriously its crime

prevention function, it must equip itself to deal with

interpersonal conflict within the primary group--the family.

Cr_ isis Intervention by Police

Beyond the fact that severe family crises are a po-

lice matter in their initial stages insofar as they are

predictive to violence, is the fact that the policeman

is in some ways potentially better equipped to deal with

many of them than most other agents of society. Such a
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potentiality exists through the unique license society

has given police: a license to use counter-force against

all citizens. The mental health practicioner, for instance,

is licensed at best to use counter-force against a speci-

fied patient population and in intervening in a family

dispute may not legally take recourse to restraint or co-

ersion. Since most will agree that effective social con-

trol is dependent on the range of outcomes available to

the controlling agent and his ability to use them, it

must be conceded that the policeman is in an enviable po-

sition in this respect. Relatedly, sine. faAily disputes

often involve violence and since professionals, other than

the police, are neither authorized nor often capable of

meeting violence, the removal of the police from this

area of human confrontation would likely result either

in the vulnerability of another type of professional

to injury or death, or in the failure to deal with famil-

ial disputes while still in potentially violent stages of

confrontation.

Beyond the n:cessity of employing a police officer

in domestic interventions because of his sanctioned role

as an agent of counter-violence, there are actually unique

opportunities for him to act as an effective intervention

agent which arise from his official capacity. First, it

must be recognized that a police officer is a legally con-

stituted authority and as such possesses different stimulus
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properties than the mental health agent or the social

worker. In his legitimately constituted role, a police

officer is probably more often perceived as a more legi-

timate intervention agent than a mental health worker under

the circumstances of most family crises. Ha is represen-

tative of the community as a whole, has that community's

backing, and is powerful in terms of the action alternatives

available to him. In short, disputants are compelled by

the officer's position to accept his presence in the cri-

sis as a sanctioned agent of society.

Secondly, the fact that the police officer usually

arrives at the point of crisis in family conflagrations

offers other possibilities for his intervention roles.

Caplan (1961) has noted that the turmoil in which the

crisis-plagued individual finds himself often makes him

particularly pliable. Characteristically, the person

realizes that he has exhausted his repertoire of coping

behaviors and that he is no longer capable of handling the

situation. Consequently, he becomes more susceptible to

influence that will direct him to more ada2tive behaviors.

Unfortunately, feu officers have the bailavioral science

training necessary for an efficient criS13 intervention

and more often than not, crises are met aith reluctance,

a legalistic orientation, and action predicated upon

criminal-victim paradigm. However, given some training
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in family crisis intervention the policeman might reason-

ably be exp2cted to deal with violant crises effectively.

Furthermore, th%! officer might off _ services on a plane

somewhat above those available from kin in the tradition-

al mode of meeting these problems though, admittedly, not

as adequate as a professional mental health or social worker.

Such training should provide the behavioral science com-

petency needed for the officer to deal with family crises

commensurate with the responsibility given him by society

to mediate these particular areas of human conflict.

Goals

The intent of the present project was to provide the

basic behavioral science competency needed of police of-

ficers in family crises by way of a specialized training

program in domestic crisis intervention for a group of

Louisville officers. The goal of this training in crisis

intervention was to enable officers to better handle the

family crisis which, in turn, should eventuate in a reduc-

tion in the incidence of violence stemming from domestic

trouble.

Effectiveness in the immediate crisis was the initial

concern of the training. Here, tha officer's task was to

effect a reduction in the emotional tension between persons

involved and a subsequent re-orientation toward adaptive

problem solution. When problems were chronic, the officers
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were to attempt a referral to a service agency. Ultimately,

though, effective crisis intervention by police officers

should result in a reduction in the incidence of violence.

Officers making domestic trouble runs should be less likely

to incur violence and citizens should be noire effectively

deterred from inflicting violence on one another. As a

consequence assault and murder statistics should decrease

in areas serviced by trained officers.

This two-step process of effective crisis intervention

with its consequence in violence reduction provides a choice

of two points at which evaluation efforts might be directed.

On the surface, evaluation of violence reduction might seem

the more desirable option, but unfortunately its assessment

rests upon the validity of crime statistics. Crime statis-

tics, though, have many shortcomings which make them inap-

propriate for evaluation of a project such as this; of which

the most serious is their sizable natural variation within

samples no larger than police districts. Several major

problems associated with the use of crime statistics will

be discussed in the procedure section of this paper.

The option of evaluating at the point of the crisis

intervention, though perhaps not as compelling as a focus

on crime statistics, was taken partly in the face of the

practically insurmountable difficulties with crime sta-

tistics. This choice, however, is not an intrinsically
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undesirable one, since most persons, w.! believe, would

agree that the direct demonstration of affective crisis

intervention by police would be a significant step in

demonstrating the effectiveness of crisis intervention

training.

4
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Intensive Training

Despite the pressing need to provide police officers

with training in crisis intervention, few police academies

offer even a semblance of such training. To document this

failure and to provide a comparison for the presert train-

ing program, a brief description of the training received

in one typical major police department will ba provided.

Parnas (1967) describes what he found to be the extent

of training in family crisis intervention in the Chicago

Department:

The Chicago Police Department program for recruits
consists of 490 hours of diversified training in a
14 wee.: period. Although no lecture in this curri-
culum deals solely with the domestic disturbance,
there is a lecture dealing with disturbances of all
kinds. Somewhat related courses in psychology,
social probleas, minority groups, and public rela-
tions are provided.

The lecture on disturbances is allowed one hour in
the recruit training program. The teaching outline
for that hour of instruction acknowledges that "dis-
turbance calls outnumber any of the other type of
calls the officer receives." In reference to domes-
tic disturbances, the outline states that "the major-
ity of these calls are non-criminal calls and don't
warrant any punative action," and that "most distur-
bances can be settled by a common sense explanation
(The officer acts as a mediator)." Other alternatives
given are: "a. Referral to their attorney; b. Refer-
ral to some other public agency; (and) c. Others re-
quire more positive action." The recruit is further
advised to not "incur criticism and hostility from
persons involved. . .be diplomatic. . .(and) be famil-
iar with the laws of arrest and be able to apply them
with discression." (p. 916-917)
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Parnas (1967) observes:

The overall emphasis in training seems to be on the
danger in handling domestic disturbances. No substan-
tial effort is made to discuss the nature of domestic
problems that give rise to such disturbances, the
police role in handling these situations, or the avail-
able alternatives and their application. Nor is any
effort made to explore the peculiar psychology of
these disputes that grows out of the intimate rela-
tionship between the disputants. (p. 920)

As can be seen, the activity that is admittedly most

common for police officers usually receives only passing

mention, and only cursory efforts are made to train offi-

cers to deal effectively with family disturbances.

Overview of Intensive Training,

In contrast to usual training procedures, intensive

training in the present program consisted of five to seven

hours of training each weekday for a five week period. Its

purpose was to cover content areas of Psychology and Socio-

logy relevant to the understanding of family conflict, to

develop techniques for family crisis intervention, to pro-

vide the officers opportunities to practice these techniques

in various situations, and to acquaint officers with commun-

ity resources bearing on this problem area. In addition,

formal training groups were conducted which, along with

personal contact with the staff, were meant to deal with

personal problems and uncertainties usually generated by

the attack on common conceptions about human behavior ty-

pical of programs such as the present one.
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Facilities for training were provided by the Psychology

Clinic at tha University of Louisville and included a semin-

ar room, two group rooms, a laboratory with a large observa-

tion room, and several offices for police officers.

Tha approach of the program staff was ona which empha-

sized a cooperative effort between educators and police of-

ficers, involved officers in as many decisions as possible,

and fostered learning from one another. Philosophically,

the orientation was one in which educators and police of-

ficers were mutually involved in changing policing tech-

niques whJrain ,,fficers brought their expertise in police

matters and training staff offered their expertise as ed-

ucators and behavioral scientist. As an example of some

of the implications of this philosophy, psychological test-

ing of officers was precluded on tha grounds that it was

inimical to treating officers as partners in tha enterprise,

Testing is, of course, more compatible with a subject-

experimenter relationship and the use of tests would have

signaled officers that their relationship to the training

staff was that of subordinates to supervisors.

Related to the whole issue of treating officers as

partners in this enterprise and recognizing their exper-

tise in practical policing, was the decision to avoid prac-

tices direct]y related to sensitivity training. There were

several reasons for this decision: First, direct attacks
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upon an officer's attitudes and values would be inconsistent

with the partnership relationship outlined above. Within

a strict interpretation of this relationship, sensitivity

training could be accepted only if the training staff also

underwent a sort of sensitivity experience along with of-

ficers. )re to meet requirements of a joint officer-

educator relationship than to avoid sublitLing the staff

to sensitivity training, it was decided to fc.rgo all direct

efforts at attitude and value change. One might perhaps

feel that too cluch is being made of the nature of the rela-

tionship between staff and officers, but, given tLe passive

patterns of behaviors developed within most police depart-

ments as quasi-military systems, policemen are all too

ready to execute behaviors under direction but to forgO

them once that direction is removed. Involvement on the

part of the officers was, thus, considered a basic neces-

sity. Secondly, officers of the Louisville Division of

Police had been submitted to sensitivity-training procedures

a few years earlier, and these required sessions produced

a violent counterreaction. This sensitivity program left

a residual resantient for anything related to sensitivity

training that, to associate the present program with such

efforts, would engage a substantial amount of resistance.

Admittedly, though, tha major reason for rejecting

a sensitivity-training approach was that it was not
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compatible with theoretical predilections of the train-

ing staff. Without exception, the training staff were be-

haviorally oriented, and such an orientation, of course,

prescribes certain approaches while precluding others. In

training, the approach indicated was one of practicing

techniques of intervention with emphasis on feedback and

reinforcement for appropriate actions. The context for

understanding family problems and intervention tactics

was Exchange Theory (Thibaut and Kelley, 1959) and Beha-

vior Modification (Wolpe, Salter, and Reyna, 1964), re-

spectively.

Approaches to training provide a point of comparison

between the New York and Louisville projects. Bard (1970)

considered the approach to training as ona of two key de-

sign issues (p. 6), and seemed to feel that attitude change

is essential for training police officers to successfully

intervene in family disputes. He says:

It was recognized that the skills required for effec-
tive intervention in highly volatile family crises
would, in a large measure, be dependent upon signifi-
cant alteration of the interpersonal perceptual set
of each participating police officer. To insure aa-
dual change over time in personal attitudes and values
in order to develop necessary interpersonal objecti-
vity, traditional classroom instructional methods
had to be supplemented by innovative educational tech-
niques.

It cannot be argued that innovative educational tech-

niques are needed in programs such as these, but it can be

argued whether effective training must involve a direct
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attack on attitudinal and value structures. Rather, inno-

vative training techniques might be brought to bear on the

problem of eliciting appropriate behavior and reinforcing

its occurrence. Must the officer be changed as a person

or must he merely be shown that there are effective methods

for dealing with family crises?

More agreement exists here than disagreement and the

differences being discussed here are not so major as to

make the present project something short of a structural

replication of the New York project. It, is rather one of

those differences that can be used to assess the generality

of such training programs as conducted at different loca-

tions and with different personnel. Such differences in

emphasis are inevitable, and robustness, in terms of being

tolerant of such differences, is a mark in favor of the

basic program. It is within this context--the robustness

of the program--that differences between the behaviorally

oriented training conducted at Louisville and the affective-

experiential training conducted at New York must be consid-

ered. Little direct evidence can be brought to bear on

the question of superiority of these two approaches, though

success of the Louisville project might attest to tha suffi-

ciency of the more direct, more easily executed, behavioral

training approach.
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Project Staff

The senior staff of the project consisted of Dr. James

M. Driscoll, a Social Psychologist, and Drs. Robert G. Meyer

and Willard A. Mainard, both Clinical Psychologists. This

staff, prior to the initiation of the project had the bene-

fit of several consultation sessions with Dr. Morton Bard.

Two advanced graduate students in Clinical Psychology,

Mr. James P. Bloch and Mr. Stephen A. 4hita, were recruited

as training assistants. Later in the project, Ht. Charles

P. Schanie, a graduate student in Social Psychology, was

placed in charge of evaluation. Mr. J. Carleton Riddick,

another advanced clinical graduate student, was given re-

sponsibility for simulations and feedback sessions.

Police Personnel

Police officers were recruited by superiors within the

Louisville Division of Police, who provided some thirteen

volunteers. Dr. Meyer interviewed each of these men and

judged twelve of the thirteen acceptable for the project.

Consequently, it was only in retrospect that some assess-

ment of the type of men sent to the project could be made,

wherein it became obvious that all uen were not willing

volunteers: indeed, enough rapport was developed between

police officers and trainers that officers readily admitted

that their reasons for, volunteering for the project were

diverse and not always admirable. A few officers truly
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volunteered out of a desire to learn sole new and potentially

useful techniques. Others volunteered to avoid some disliked

assignment, /Lila a few saw the five weeks of training as

perhaps a substantial vacation from their regular duties.

(Table 2-I lists several relevant characteristics of tisese

men).

Two and one half weeks into the program one officer left

the force to take a position on a police force in his home

state, Alaska. This officer, however, requested that we

let him complete as much of the program as time permitted,

and he did so on his own time. Officer Wheatly was recruited

as a replacement and the other officers in the project worked

conscientiously along with the project scam to teach officer

Wheatly what had been missed up to that point.

The extent to which the police officers in tLe Louis-

vine project were selected is an important issue since it

forms a potential point of comparison with the New York Pro-

ject which used highly selected men. Accordingly, some basic

data on crisis unit officers is presented in Table 2-2 for

comparison with a nominal group formed by a random selec-

tion of twelve patrolmen from the Louisville force. As

can be seen, man of the crisis unit were some 4.4 years

younger than the average of the nominal group and had 5.6

years less experience. However, if crisis unit officers

and officers of the nominal group are ordered by age, it
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Tables 2-1
Data on FCIU Officers

Marital Yrs. in
Name Aq Race Educa. Status District Police

John Ansmen 32 W H.S. A 3rd 7 yrs.

John Beckman 26 W B.S. S 2nd 1 yr.

Jim Brown 32 N H.S. P4 4th 1 yr.

Alton Embry 23 W H.S. &
few
college
hours

M 3rd 2 1/2 yrs.

John Hughes 48 W 11th
grade

M 3rd 20 yrs.

Marvin Lawless 30 W H.S. M 3rd 7 1/2 yrs.

James Oney

Paul Parris 24 N H.S. S 4th 1 15 yr.

Roy Parsons 50 W H.S. M 2nd 21 yrs.

Jim Sherrard 34 W H.S. M 3rd 5 yrs.

Dave Tucker 22 W H.S. M 3rd 1 11 yr.
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can be seen that eight of the twelve men of the crisis unit

can be paired with a nominal group counerpart within three

years of age; either younger or older. Nearly the same holds

true for date-joined-the-force; half of the men from the

crisis unit and nominal group can be paired in experience

within one year. If anything only three men of the crisis

unit would have to be replaced by older men to make the

unit representative of the Louisville force as described

here by our nominal group.

It seems, then, that the twelve men recruited for

the crisis intervention project represented something not

too discrepant from a cross section of tha Louisville po-

lice force, rather than a highly salectLd group of police

officers. At least, a comparison of selection procedures

against those used in the New York project suggests that

trainees of the Louisville project were much more repre-

sentative of policemen in general.

Bard (1970) decided early to limit the New York pro-

ject to volunteers ". . .with at least three years, but

no more than ten years, of service." Eighteen men were

selected from forty-two volunteers in the New York project,

whereas in the Louisville project only thirteen were pro-

vided and twelve found acceptable. In contrast to the

three to ten years experience range of the New York Pro-

ject, men ranged in age from 23 to 52 years and in sen-

iority from 22 to 2 years. Thus, it would seem that there
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exists a basis for comparison between the two family crisis

training projects in terms of the selection required in

order to assure success.

Since training selected personnel is always easier

than training unselected personnel and since part of the

benefit of the New York Project might have been due to

the concentration of natively talented policemen on a

problem rather than the training they received, success

here with much less selected men will, of course, be ex-

tremely useful in judging the value of the training pro-

gram, itself.

Selection of Teams

It was a policy of the staff to involve police offi-

cers in decisions about the program as much as possible

and to work with them more as participants in the program

rather than mere trainees. Thus, when it came time to

pair officers into teams, the problem was broached with

the men in a morning feedback session. After stating

the necessity for forming teams which would be permanent

for the six month planned evaluation, several methods

were suggested for the pairing of men. Thc;se methods

ranged from an arbitrary assignment by staff to the use

of sociametric techniques. It is, however, a testimony

to the rapport between staff and trainees that the men

rejected all such techniques in favor of deciding assign-

ments for themselves in light of several considerations
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Table 2-2
Descriptive Data on Louisville Family Crisis Intervention Unit

Crisis Unitl
Twelve Randoaly

Diff.Selected Patrolmen

Date of Birth

RKP 1919 1917 2

JMH 1922 1917 5

JAS 1935 1918 17

JNB 1937 1922 15

JAA 1938 1924 14

MAL 1939 1937 2

JEO 1940 1942 +2

FW 1941 1944 +3

JAB 1944 1944 0
PHP 1946 1945 1

APE 1946 1945 1

DGT 1947 1946 1

Average 1937.8 1933.4

Date Joined Force Diff.

RKP 1949 1942 7

JMH 1950 1943 8

MAL 1963 1949 14

JAA 1964 1949 15

JR0 1965 1950 15

JAS 1965 1959 4

APS 1967 1967 0
FW 1966 1967 1

PHP 1966 1968 0
DGT 1969 1968 1

JNB 1969 1968 1

JAB 1969 1969 0

Average 1963.8 1958.2

lOrdered chronologically for the sake of comparison
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involved in working with a partner as a policeman; factors

not always admitted to publically. Such considerations

are well documented by Wambaugh (1970) and involve ques-

tions of the proper relationships between officets and

eating places, women, and minor criminal activity.

In respect for the fact that the offic2rs knew more

about such things than the staff and were, in the end,

the ones who had to live with their partners, they were

left free to wor% out their own partnerships and to re-

port than to the staff at the end of the day. No complaints

were made to the staff and no partners separated before

the end of the evaluation.

Presentations, Readings, and Films

Presentations with discussions were intended to pro-

vide trainees with information basic to the understanding

of problems in family crisis and with the background needed

for application of the techniques to be taught. Thus,

they received presentations on the role or the police in

family disputes, ncsi concepts of police work, causes of

behavior, effects of early experience, changing behavior,

abnormal behavior, children in families, family structure

and interaction, and alcohol and drug abuse. Following

each presentation, time was set aside for questions addressed

to the presentor and for a discussion of the topic with

the presentor and between the trainees themselves.
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Material basic to an understanding of the dynamics

of the problem was concentrated in the early part of train-

ing and was reduced as material on methods and techniques

was increased. Thus, starting with the second weak, offi-

cers began to receive presentations on such topics as:

abnormal behavior and how to handle it, the crisis as an

opportunity for change, techniques of cnflict resolution,

how to make referrals, hints on interviewing, and legal

aspects of family crisis intervention. Again all presen-

tations were followed by an opportunity to question the

presentor and to engage in a discussion of the topic with

emphasis on 1.tactical application of the material.

Review, extension, and integration of the above ma-

terial was done in training groups, in Morning feedback

sessions, and in informal contact between officers and

staff.

Readings and films were used to suppliment and ex-

tend presentations while simultaneously providing the im-

plicit support gained through the use of nultiple media.

Titles of readings and films can be found in Appendix B,

which is the entire schedule for the five-week intensive

training program.

An important aspect of training not too well reflected

in the listed readings is one of persistent concern for

police officers involved in such training--the definition
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of the policeman's job and how such training relates to

that role. Many contemporary forces provide more than

enough uncertainty even when the role is traditionally

defined, but when such innovative ideas as family crisis

intervention is included, the average policeman is, to

say the least, a bit confused. Thus, much work has to

be done relating the concept of crisis intervention to

policing and policing to the demands of our complex urban

society. Some sort of rationale for the involvement of

the police in family crises is needed. The major lines

of the rationale we suggest build off the acceptable posi-

tion that it is the policeman's job to handle violence.

Since family disputes often involve violence or the threat

of violence and since professionals, oth3r than the police,

are neither authorized nor often capable of meeting violence,

the removal of th.2 police from this area of human confron-

tation would likely result either in the vulnerability of

another type of professional to injury or death, or in the

failure to deal with familial disputes while still in po-

tentially violent stages of confrontation. Once the police-

man recognizes the fact that his role in the prevention

of violence places him on the scene, he must come to realize

that what he does can mean the difference between potential

disaster or potential harmony. The officer must accept

that in the crisis persons have exhausted their customary
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methods of coping with life's problems, and as a consequence

have very little direction for their behavior. Thus, violence

is often as plausible as reconciliation. The policeman

must realize that he can make the difference; that in crisis,

people are more frank, open, and ready to change; persons

are usually more Susceptible to his influence.

The timeliness of the policeman's presence is ,ne argu-

ment, but perhaps not as persuasive as one based on the po-

tential for helping as a legally constituded authority of

his society. The officer can come to accept his role in

family disputes more easily if he can be brought to under-

stand that ha is in a unique position to affect people.

First off, since _cost will agree that effective social con-

trol is dependent on the range of outcomes available to the

controlling agent and his ability to use them, it must be

conceded that the policeman is in an enviable position in

having alternatives no one else has. Secondly, his author-

ity as a policeman should not be ignored in considering

him as an agent-for intervention in family crises. Author:4

ity is a double-edged sword; it can either hamper an in-

tervention or facilitate it, depending upon many circum-

stances. Nonetheless, the policeman must recognize that

he is a legally constituted authority, and as such, pos-

sesses different stimulus properties than the mental health

worker under the circumstances of most family crises. He
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is a representative of the community as a whole, has that

community's backing, and is powerful in terms of the action

alternatives the community makes available to him. In ad-

dition, he is also perceived as worldly through his every-

day dealings with every sort of human weakness and is often

seen as capable of dealing with the not-too-wholesome as-

pects of life.

These things put the police officer in a unique and

probably advantageous position to make family crises in-

terventions; particularly in those kinds of cases where

he is usually called and in which disorderly conduct, at

least, has occurred.

Of course, police officers are not expected to become

psychotherapists, and during intensive training they must

constantly be erainded that they will remain patrolmen

after tha project. The major difference will be that they

have acquired a set of basic skills in an area in which

they have a genuine responsibility and in which they can

indeed affect the lives of the persons with whom they come

into contact. Accordingly, the practical and of interven-

tion techniques must always be salient because these men

must--with very little actual understanding--do the job

of crisis intervention on a day-to-day basis. This is

why concrete lists of techniques and rather specific pre-

scriptions on alternative courses of action are provided
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such as the following steps in crisis int2rvantian offere4

by Bard (1970):

1. Prevent violence by separating the disputants.
2. Allow only one person to talk at a time.
3. Take the disputants into separate rooms.
4. Switch officers so that the stories can be checked
out.
S. In listening to the stories, try to find out in
each case what each individual contributed to the con-
flict.
6. If one of the disputants holds himself to blame,
find out in what ways the other shares the blame.
7. Ask questions so as to get the details as clear
as possible.
8. Find out if there has been a previous history of
this kind of behavior.
9. See if the history goes back to before the mar-
riage to other relationships or similar relationships
in the present.

10. Give each person the opportunity to speak in de-
tail.

11. Bring the couple together to tell their stories
to each other. Again, make sure only one person speaks
at a time.

12. Point out similarities and discrepancies in the
stories.

13. Point out the part that each is playing.
14. Get a reaction from both about what the officers
say they see is going on.

15. Ask what the couple plan to do in response to what
has transpired and to the officers' reactions. If

they seem to understand and say they want to try to
work it out, accept it.

16. If you disagree with their response, suggest that
they seek other help'. If necessary, make the referral.

17. Tell them that if there is another dispute and
they see that they are coming close to violence or
to repeating the same pattern they should go again
for counseling or contact the FCIU.

18. While noting that there will be further difficul-
ties, assure them that if they sit down and talk at
least they can come out in the open and try to resolve
it.

19. If not in the beginning, then before you leave,
make sure that they know your name.
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Training should, of course, provide the patrolman with

the basis for understanding why he should proceed according

to a scheme such as the above, but it is imperative that

such schemes be provided him along with the practice in

their application.

Field Trips

Two field trips were arranged to taxe place at oppor-

tune times in the intensive training program with an eye

toward impressing upon the officers the Laportance of com-

munity agencies. At this time a condensed listing of re-

ferral agencies and a supply of referral slips (see, Appen-

dix g) were given officers and these were to be carried

with them at all times when on duty. To supplement instruc-

tions on their proper use with direct experience, officers

were taken on the first type of field trip: Mental Health

agencies. Here, the officers visited either the Region

Eight Mental Health Center or the Family and Children's

Agency. These trips to service agencies were intended to

acquaint officers with the services offered, the personnel

involved, the aims of the agencies, and hoo they really

operated. A senior staff person (Dr. Roger H. Gardner and

Miss Dru R. 211ison, respectively) described the agency,

answered questions, and showed the officers the facilities.

The second type of trip was to Neighborhood Community

Action Councils in the third police district, and these
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were coordinated by Mr. Clarence H. Amster of the Psychology

Department, University of Louisville. Different groups of

officers visited either Mr. Kenneth Pyle of the Jackson

Area Community Action Council, Mr. Charles Calloway of the

California Area Community Action Council, or Mr. Russel

Washburn of the Manley Area Community Council. These

trips to community councils were included mainly to put

officers into contact with neighborhood workers so that

they knew people who could provide help at the neighbor-

hood level.

Agency trips were supplemented with visits to the pro-

gram by personnel from various other service agencies.

These were Mr. Clarence J. Hettinger, or: Department of

Rehabilitation Resources for Retraining for 3mployment, Mr.

Bruce T. Skaggs of the West Central Mental Health Center,

and Mr. John R. Hollon of the Drug Abuse and Information

Center.

Simulations

In changing long-standing practices, such as those

used over the years by police officers in handling "family

trouble," changes in behavior based on description go only

so far. Most psycl-ologists would agree that to really con-

solidate such learning the person must actually execute

the new behavior and find it successful. Thus, it was

decided (for the general reason stated above as well as
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on the basis of Bard's strong recommendation) to include

simulated family crisis interventions as a major aspect

of the training program.

For many reasons, though, there must be a great deal

of flexibility in the nature of these simulations. First

off, actors have professional orientations that affect

the way in which they approach the assignment of simulat-

ing family crises and responding to a policeman's inter-

vention. The strength of professional independence on

the part of actors was perceived early, and it was decided

that rather than impose predesigned assignments on the

actors it would be best to use their professional autono-

mity to the advantage of the project.

Thus, rather than follow the format of the New York

project, explicitly, and provide partially written scripts,

it was decided to work with groups of actors for new and,

hopefully, more creative simulations.

Working with actors in this way proved, we believe,

quite beneficial. A week or so before each similation

the project staff worked with Mr. David S. Semonin and

Miss Susan C. Kingsley of Actors Theater, Louisville,

to decide upon the main story line of the coming simula-

tion and to work-out major themes in terms of the require-

ments of good scage production and from the viewpoint of

good psychology. This, most often, meant that enough
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leadway was needed in the script to permit the actors full

range of their talents while still insuring that the basic

components of interpersonal conflict ,acre left intact. (As

a consequence of this freedom, scripts cannot be provided.

Instead several simulation report forms are provided in

Appendix G ,which give the flavor of these situations. In

addition, these provide information on how officers reacted

to simulations and some indication of changes in reactions

over training.)

Given the basic story line and conflict themes spelled

out by the directors and the training staff, a working

session was arranged with all actors. Tha story line and

conflict themes were described and discussed with them

until they were clear on what was wanted. These sessions

resulted most often in a significant extension of the initial

plan given input from the actors and ideas generated by

them while they played out the basic scene. Out of such

interaction was developed a basic scene which was played

out prior to each intervention as a sort of warm up. This

scene changed a little each time it was played since a

script was never used, but it remained essentially the same

in terms of main themes. However once the team of officers

arrived, scenes took unpredictable turns since actors were

instructed again and again to respond to the officers and

whatthedofromti____ytoftherolebeinlaed.
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Because this is quite difficult even for a trained actor

it is imperative that simulations not be attempted with

amatures.

Because of the importance of simulations both in terms

of the concepts of training and in terms of the strength

of recommendations from the New York taaa, more simulations

were included 5n the. Louisville project than were used pre-

viously. In the Maw York Project each team of officers

were involved in one simulated intervention and observed

other teams six times. Three different plays were seen;

the one in which each officer intervened and two in which

other officers intervened. In the Louisville project each

officer intervened in three simulations and observed on

the average seventeen others involving three different

plays. Each team of officers handled each simulation then

went behind a one-way mirror to observe their colleagues

handle the same situation. Officers were scheduled so

that they did not observe before they intervened.

Tha last two situations represent somewhat of an

innovation insofar as officers in tha project devised

the story lines for these. Teams of officers were divided

in two crews and the separate crews designed plays for

their counterparts. In retrospect this S2J13S to be an

excellent practice and is highly recommended. Of course

the story lines provided by policemen must be refined
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again both to fill the requirements of the actors and to

fill the requirements of the psychologist-trainer.

Feedback Sessions: Conference with Actors and Video Replay

Again, following the format of the Naw York Project,

feedback sessions were provided wherein the day following

the simulation selected actors were asked to meet with

policemen and to voice comments as to why they reacted the

way they did to the officers, why they thought the situation

took a particular turn, what they felt given what the officers

did, and what was effective or ineffective about the officer's

actions.

Added to the New York format of discussions between

actors and officers was a video tape replay of each inter-

vention. Replay was controlled by the trainer (Mr. Carleton

Riddick) who stopped the tape and replayed selected segments

so that officers, actors, and psychologist-trainers could

comment on whatever occurred that could be used for learning

purposes.

Video tape replay was decided upon early in the project

as an effective means of training in conjunction with the

simulations. There were, however, some indications of

the potential worth of this technique generally from work

on micro-teaching (see Gardner and Bartholomew, 1969) and

specifically from a report on a small family crisis training

program conducted in Redondo Beach, California by Edward
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M. Glaser and Harvey L. Ross of Human Interaction Research

Institute, Los Angelus.

Simulations, supple74ented by actor conferences and,

in particular, video tape feedback, proved, we believe,

to be the nost effective and stimulating aspect of the

entire intensive training program.

Field Interventions and Reports

Besides the addition of video tape feedback, the Louis-

ville project was able to make use of field interventions.

These were possible because the Louisville Division of

Police have the enlightened policy that qualified parsons

interested in seeing police work can with proper arrange-

ments ride in patrol cars with beat officers. There is,

obviously, a curtain amount of risk involved in this,

but whatever risk exists is certainly thAlanced out by the

benefits of educating community leaders as to the problems

of policing a major city.

Under this provision, field interventions were made

by each team of police officers accompanied by a staff

member. On thc-!s,..! interventions teams were permitted to

roam freely and to answer family dispute calls. Each

team answered at least one and several answered two in

the one evening. The following day the staff member worked

with the officers who later reported on the field interven-

tions to the entire unit. (Sample reports are included in

Appendix G.)
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Reports on field interventions proved valuable in two

ways: they provided an opportunity for officers to convince

one another that they could make effective crisis interven-

tions in the field under actual conditions and provided

a format for the training groups to be run during the oper-

ational phase of the project.

In addition to verbal reports and feedback between

officers, it was arranged to have each team produce a short

written report on both laboratory and field interventions,

mostly for the use of other teams. aespite the policeman's

dist7.ste 11..e'r writing reports, th,:se useful, though

not enough tine was available in the present project to

work with teams on their reports. Thus, it is recommended

that reports be used in future programs, but that staff

work with officers to develop this technique to its fullest.

Training Groups

Various considerations led to the inclusion of training

groups as part of the experience provided in the five week

intensive training program. Several immediate purposes

can to outlined, but basically these groups were to deal

with whatever matters seemed pressing at the time. They

were the main source of flexibility in the prograa, of

informal discussion, and of an opportunity to deal with

feelings, uncertainties, and other personal matters.

Though contact between staff and officers was encouraged,
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task demands were so pressing that something less than the

desired amount of informal contact actually occurred. If

only to provide a basis of contact and informal interaction

between trainers and officers, training groups are recommended.

Though the above statement reflects the general intent

of training groups, group:; differed depending upon their

leader (either Dr. Meyer or Dr. Mainard), the graduate

training assitant assigned to them, and the officers in

the group. Two permanent training groups operated throughout

the course of th ,? intensive training prograa with the sane

six officers, graduate assistant, and group loader. As

might be expected, each group performed so:lawhat different

functions for the persons in them.

During the operational phase of the project, training

groups ware kept intact with the same graduate assistant

and personnel save that during this phase of the project

Dr. Driscoll assumed leadership of both groups. Groups

met once every two weeks for the first two months of the

operational phase of the project and once a month, there-

aftir.

The purpose of the groups during the operational phase

of the project were again multifold, but major amount

of time was spent in what might best be called case confer-

ences. Of secondary importance was work on problems involving

the day-by-day functioning of the unit in the absence of

the active support of immediate superiors.
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Training .valuation

The training team had formed some rather strong opinions

about what aspects of the training were most valuable. Some

of these are expressed above. However, it was thought useful

to obtain some information as to what the officers in the

project thought most valuable. Thus a questionnaire was

given officers on the last day of the intensive training

which asked them to rate: (a) the usefulness of presenta-

tions; (b) the usefulness of activities; and (c) the adequacy

of each prasentor (see Appendix C).

Anonymity was assured and as an incentive each officer

was told that his ratings would be used in the design of

future programs:

Now rate the usefulness of various topics (activities)
to you as a policeman. Please evaluate the topic (acti-
vity) without considering the quality of the presentor
since we want to know whether to include that topic
(activity) (but perhaps not the same speaker) next time.

The officer placed an X on a seven-point scale running from

indispensible to unnecessary with a middle anchor of useful.

All marks within the first segment were scored, one, within

the second segment, two, and so on. Means of these scores

were computed and are shown in Table 2 3. The ratings of

presentors is of only local interest, but information on

the perceived usefulness of presentations and activities

would be useful to others interested in implementing similar

training programs for police.
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As can be seen from Table 2-3, most presentations and

activities were rated as somewhat less than indispensible

but somewhat more than useful. Activities generally were

seen as of more utility than presentations and practical,

concrete, topics as more useful than abstract ones.

If means within the first segment of the continuum are

interpreted to mean indispensible, then those presentations

viewed as indispensible by officers are: abnormal behavior

and its manageeent; practical rules far crisis intervention;

and drugs and their effects on behavior. Indispensible acti-

vities are: simulations, meetings with actors, observations

of live simulations, field inverventions, and visits to

service agencies. Topics seen by the officers as only some-

what more than useful were: the orientation, a psychologists'

view of the policeman's job, techniques of interviewing, and

legal aspects of crisis intervention. Only one activity

was seen as only somewhat more than useful: intervention

reports.

Of course the above results probably relate in part

to the quality or the particular presentation or activity

represented in the current progran; even though officers

were urged to divorce their assessment from the presentor.

Nonetheless, the judgments of these officers provide at

least some basis for .valuating the relative usefulness of

these presentations and activities. One must be careful,
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however, to remember that what is reported by officers

as least useful is not necessarily least useful--for instance,

writing intervention reports. On the other hand, somewhat

more confidence can, we think, be placed in positive reports

and in deciding mhich aspects of the program deserve more

emphasis: abnormal behavioi and drugs, techniques, simul-

ations, meetings with actors, live observations of simula-

tions, field interventions, and visits to service agencies.

Supporting these conclusions in part are responses to a

request to 1. topics or activities they would like more

of. Nearly tied for most often requested are simulations

and field interventions.

Following the course evaluation, a brief commencement

was held, certificates awarded (Appendix F), and field

assignments made for the operational phase of the project.
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Field Operation and Evaluation Procedure

The types of data collected and the ir.Iple:aents designed

for that collection were dictated by decisions made regarding

the strategy for evaluating the current project. Thus, a

brief reviaw of the reasons for these decisions seems war-

ranted before proceeding to a description of the instruments.

It will be remembered from the introduction section

of this paper that a preference was indicated for' assessment

of the project's success in terms of the effectiveness of

crisis interventions made by trained officers, rather than

in terms of changes in crime statistics. While crime reduc-

tion is obviously a worthy goal, the problems inherent

in the use of crime statistics as indices of success make

reliable assessment of crime reduction a questionable pur-

suit for a study of this magnitude.

One of the major problems is that, in general, crime

statistics have a good deal of uncontrollable "noise" asso-

ciated with them. For example, if as indicated by Wolfgang's

(1958) figures, cited earlier in this paper, if something

on the order of 35 percent of all homicides occur outside

the context of the family or of close interpersonal rela-

tionship, the frequency with which many homicides occur

is independent of influences introduced by effective family

crisis intervention by police. It is the natural variation

within these contrasting cases that may potentially obscure
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effects of a crisis intervention training program if evaluation

is based on crime statistics.

Relatedly, further uncontrolled variation in homicides of

all types is introduced by a host of environmental forces over

and above those generated by the program. At hot summer, econom-

ic conditions, political events, etc. may produce variations

in crime statistics of a magnitude sufficient co obscure evaa

the most opti.aistic affects of a training program. Such factors

seem to be responsiola for Bard's finiing a significant

increase in ho lciJes in the precinct handlel by trained men- -

an event thic%, ve ti-ink, essentially vali3aces the above arguments.

Part of 'ci.a abova difficulties might ba circumvented by

careful selection of only family assaults, and homicides, where

it is possible to distinguish them in police records, but another

problem would still be present. events with extremely low fre-

quencies in the population at large, that is events which have

a low a priori probability of occurrence as opposed to non-

occurence, possess extreme variance relative to their expected

values. Consequently, obtained differences for assaults and

homicides, are likely to be insignificant statistically, even

when some systematic factor generated those differences, simply

because differences are buried, so to speak, in trio variance of

the data.

In the sense that reductions in thaw crime figures is

a desirable goal for projects such as this, the present pro-

ject also aspired to that end. However, since the,
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inherent complications in the use of crime statistics make

direct assessment of crime reduction virtually impossible,

evaluation efforts were directed to the effectiveness of

the crisis interventions, themselves. To this end, a

structured Telephone Interview was designed to assess

various important aspects of an effective crisis interven-

tion and used to compare the effectiveness of trained versus

untrained officers.

In addition to the assessment of intervention effective-

ness through the telephone interview, two other related

evaluations were conducted. First, an effort was made to

gauge the reactions of the participating officers to the

novel intervention procedures as an occupational aid. Since

major consideration in development of projects like the cur-

rent one is their feasability for broader and more permanent

application, it seemed wise to elicit a police officer's

assessment of the utility of the skills. The degree of

acceptance from participants, it was felt, would serve

as an index of the reception similar training might receive

from other police officers. Accordingly, the Officer

Participant Questionnaire was designed to gauge the accep-

tance of the new crisis intervention techniques by trained

officers and was administered some four months after inten-

sive training.
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Finally, it appeared that a rare opportunity was present

for the collection of descriptive data on the nature of

domestic c_milicts and the individuals involved in them.

Officers were requested, therefore, to provide standardized

information after each intervention. The data accruing

from these reports, it was felt, might be beneficial to

the design of future related projects, and furthermore,

contribute to the general body of knowledge on human conflict.

These data are presented in Appendix A.

In summary, three different types of data collection

implements were used to obtain evaluative information: a

Crisis Intervention Report Form, a Client Telephone Ques-

tionnaire, and an Officer Participant Questionnaire. The

succeeding sections of this chapter offer a detailed account

of the composition and administration of these (copies of

all evaluation forms can be found in 4ppendix D).

The Crisis Intervention Report Form

Late in July of 1970, following the completion of the

five weeks of intervention training, formal operation of

the 6 two-man crisis teams was initiated in the third

Louisville Police district, This district extends six

miles from the inner city to the outlying suburban regions

of the metropolitan area and includes, according to the

1960 U. S. Census, 115,010 inhabitants (six percent of which

are non-white) with a range in yearly median family income

across census tracts from $2,608 to $6,488,
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Two of the six teams were assigned to each of the

three eight hour shifts, so that at any given time of the

day there were two crisis intervention teams on duty in

the district. This arrangement was maintained from late

July through December of 1970 to allow for the data collec-

tion in the present evaluation. During this period, radio

dispatchers, under instructions from the Chief of Police,

assigned "domestic trouble" calls in the third district

to trained interventioa teams whenever possib12. When this

was not possibLI, the call was assigned to another patrol

car in the third district manned by two untrained officers.

This flexibility in assignment was necessary because all

trained teams continued to handle other regular dutie

when not involved in crisis interventions and, thus, were

often unavailable for domestic trouble calls. The resulting

dispatching procedures provided an asystematic assignment

of domestic cases to trained and untrained officers for

subsequent evaluation follow-up in the form of the Client

Telephone Questionnaire.

Over the data collection period, 421 domestic trouble

runs were made in the LhArd district by all officers, and

of these runs 129 or 31 percent were made by trained officers.

The trained intervention teams were requested to complete

a "Patrolman's Intervention Report Form" (which dealt mostly

with demographic variables of interest) after each crisis
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intervention. Unlike the New York project, untrained officers

were never required to complete intervention forms. To

have made such a request in view of the burden of paper work

already encountered disdainfully by police officers, would

have been tolask for increased output without their personal

committment to the project. However, eighty-nine crisis

report forms were submitted by the officers over the eval-

uation period. These 89 reports represent 70 percent of

the 129 cases handled by the trained officers during the

evaluation period; which is a reasonable rata considering

that some calls dispatched as family trouble were probably

inappropriately classified by dispatchers. :lhatever the

reasons for the 70 percent completion rate, there was noth-

ing to indicate a bias on the part of the officers in report-

ing cases. The officers were unaware of the telephone

follow-up of cases and to them the reports ostensibly were

requested only for the descriptive information. On this

basis, it was felt that the sample of cases obtained is

a reasonably unprejudiced representation of domestic crisis

cases in the third district.

The Client Telephone Questionnaire

The core of the evaluation was constituted by a struc-

tured telephone interview administered to clients of inter-

ventions for the purpose of comparing the effectiveness

of trained and untrained officers. These interviews were
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conducted without tha knowledge of either trained or untrained

officers.-

Six evaluative questions were included on the question-

naire and all questions were constructed in relatively

simplistic language, as were the accompanying response

choices. While this may have restricted the depth and

complexity of the questions posed, it was nonetheless deemed

necessary to communicate on an elementary level because

of the possible range in educational backgrounds of the

clients.

Four of the six evaluative questions were intended to

examine the several aspects of tension reduction or emo-

tional de-escalation in the immediate crisis. Briefly,

these four questions concerned: the clients' impressions

of the rapport of the officers, the clients' impressions

of the concern of the officers, any alteration in his opin-

ion of police as a result of the visit, and finally, his

overall satisfaction with the intervention. Each item

allowed the interviewee to respond with one of three alter-

natives varying from a positive response to a negative

response with a somewhat neutral response interposed.

The other two evaluative questions dealt with the

extent to which the crisis precipitating problem was miti-

gated or resolved by the intervening officers. One of these

simply asked the client how helpful the officer had been
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with the problem. A second question approached the same

issue indirectly by asking the client if the likelihood

of his calling the police back for a similar problem had

changed as a result of the latest police visit. As with

the other four questions, the individual was allowed three

alternative responses for each of the two items. The alter-

natives for the former were expressions of varying degrees

of helpfulness. The latter offered the client the possi-

bility of responding that he was "more likely," "less

likely" or about "as likely" to call the police back under

similar circumstances.

In addition to these questions, which were intended

for evaluation based upon a trained-untrained comparison,

several other questions were included on the questionnaire

for various other purposes. Two questions were posed on

the experimental police referral system by which officers

directed individuals wich chronic problems to appropriate

local agencies; one as to whether a referral was made,

and a second on whether the agency was visited. Neither,

of course, was asked clients of trained officers, inasmuch

as these officers were not making referrals at that time.

Finally, the clients were queried as to whether the police

had made a previous visit for a similar problem. The intent

of this item was to give some measure of the comparability

of the trained and untrained samples with regard to previous

contact with the police under similar conditions.
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The procedures for locating the telephone numbers of

clients of trained and untrained officers for administra-

tion of the client questionnaire were somewhat different;

names and addresses of trained police clients were provided

by the previously described Patrolmen= Intervention Report

Form, completed by the trained officers. Upon receipt

of the report form, a Louisville telephone directory was

consulted for the telephone number of the household. If

this yielded no number, a criss-cross telephone directory,

which lists telephone numbers by address location, was then

consulted.

Since no crisis report forms were completed by untrained

officers, it was necessary to scan police records of the

third district aach week for the preceding seven days. A

list of the addresses of these calls as well as the date,

time of day and patrol car dispatched was made. Unfortun-

ately, no names were available on these cards because

dispatchers are not required to report the names of people

involved. After compilation of the list, the addresses

were checked against the addresses of trained officer reports,

and matching addresses were eliminated from the untrained

officer case list. Addresses on the revised list were then

checked for telephone numbers in the criss-cross directory

without initial reference to the regular Louisville tele-

phone directory, since the latter directory lists by name.
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The telephone contact procedures for both groups were

essentially equivalent. For any given number on either list,

four contact attempts (a contact attempt is defined as an

open line ring) were made over the two day period succeviing

number procurement by alternating day and evening attempts.

When no adult of the given household was conta:Acd in the

four attempts, the telephone number was discarded and attempts

to contact the household were discontinued.

All interviews were conducted by either Mr. Schanie or

a female assistant. A procedure of interviewing the first

adult of the household of either sex arriving at the phone

was adopted over an equal sex sampling procedure. One

major reaon for this was an attempt to avoid the possibil-

ity of creating further domestic conflict over an uniden-

tified male caller asking for the wife or an unidentified

female caller asking for the husband. Contact of an adult

and identification of the household as the current target

household was succeeded in both groups by the following

introduction:

I'm calling as an assistant of the Louisville Police
Department. We have just begun a new training pro-
gram for our officers to teach them to better help
the people to whose homes they are called. We are
trying now to se4 just how this new program is work-
ing. We consider your opinions the most important
tools we have for looking at the value of this new
training. We understand that two of our officers
visited your home the other day and we wondered if
you would answer a few questions for us about them.
The answers you give us will never be seen by anyone
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other than our study team and are entirely confiden-
tial. We would, therefore, like you to answer our
questions exactly as you feel. Will you cooperate
with ,Is?

It might be noted here, that three people in the untrained

group and one in the trained group at this point of 'roe

interview admitted that the police had been to their home

but refused to talk to the interviewer. These cases were

not included, of course, since no responses to the questions

were obtained. After elimination of these cases the final

numbers of completed interviews in the untrained and trained

groups were 26 and 29, respectively.

The male interviewer made 46% of the contacts for

the untrained group and 58% of the contacts in the trained

group. Statistical tests within groups, however, showed

no differences between the distributions of responses made

to the male compared to the female intervi.m...r.

One question which might be reasonably posed with regard

to the two samples is the extent to which th.. assystematic.

but not random, sampling,procedure with the necessity of

telephone contact imposed upon it produced like samples

for the two groups. The best single indicator of similarity

available appearea to be the average family incomes of the

census tracts into which the households of both groups fell.

Accordingly, all households ware categorized by census

tract, and average family incomes for all involved tracts

were determined from the United States Census of 1960. The
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median, mode and mean of these incomes were then computed

for each group. Median and mode for both samples were

exactly equal, obtaining a value of $7,052. The mean for

the untrained group was $6,689 while that for the trained

group was $6,625 or $64.00 less.

Still another indicator of sample similarity was avail-

able; the distribution of responses obtained on the telephone

interviews to the question of whether the police had been

to the home before under si2ilar ,;ircumstances. For the

trained group th2 frequency of responding "yes" to this

item was 12, chile the "no" response occurred 17 times.

The distribution of responses in the untrained group was

divided equally between the two responses, both obtaining

thirteen. A chi squire analysis yielded an X2 of .411 which

for 1 d.F. possessed a probability of greater than .50 of

occurring by chance alone. This finding in conjunction

with the above measures of income seemed to provide good

assurance of the comparability of samples.

The Offirar Participant Questionnaire

In order to fully assess the impact of the training

program it was deemed necessary to examine the effects of

the new skills from the perspective of those utilizing

them. Accordingly, the Officer Participant Questionnaire

was designed.
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Five items on this questionnaire concerned the officer's

perception of the amount of change in the effectiveness

with which he handled domestic trouble calls following train-

ing as compared to before training. Each question assumed

the form of a seven-point bi-polar scale on which the offi-

cers were requested to indicate the amount of change in

effectiveness (positive or negative) they experienced as

a result of the application of intervention techniques.

Specifically, these five questions asked for judgments

regarding increases or decreases in: understanding of

the problems encountered; acceptance of their intrusion

into domestic situations; receptivity of clients to sugges-

tions; necessity for force; and overall effectiveness in

handling family crises.

Th° issue of participant acceptance of the program

was examined via four items. One of these items took the

form of the type of recommendation an officer would give

another policeman concerning entrance into crisis inter-

vention training. This rating was made on a scale similar

to those described above. Three open-ended sections pro-

vided the balance of information on participant acceptance,

one asking for the disadvantages of their participation,

and a second asking about the advantages of participation

A general comments section was provided to allow expression

of additional relevant opinions.
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The twelve participants were mailed the Training Par-

ticipant Questionnaire four months after the beginning of

formal operation of the crisis intervention units. The

following instructions and explanation to the officers

prefaced each questionnaire.

The following questionnaire was drawn up to give us
a better picture of the effects of crisis intervention
training. Specifically, we want to know what the
training has or has not meant to you in performing
the duties of a police officer in crisis interventions.

Completion of the questionnaire should require only
a few minutes. It will be appreciated if you complete
this questionnaire on the day it is received and mail
it back the next day in the return envelope provided
within. Please do not sign your name, wa want you
to feel totally free in expressing yourself.

Eight of the 12 questionnaires were returned by mail

aithin two days of their initial dispatch. The other four

questionnaires Ta.:re not received in th four days succeeding

their mailing to the officers. It was, thus, necessary to

make a second mailing to all twelve individuals (because

of the anonymity of the questionnaire) with an explanation

of the circumstances. This second mailing produced the

four withstanding questionnaires.
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Results

Results are presented as a combination of items from

both the Officer Participant Questionnaire and the Client

Telephone Questionnaire where these items bear on the same

issue. Three issues are addressed in this manner: effec-

tive resolution of the immediate crisis, resolution of the

problem underlying the crisis, and finally, officer parti-

cipant evaluation of the new methods.

Effective Crisis Resolution

Emotional de-escalation of the immediate crisis is,

of course, important to the prevention of physical harm

to the disputants in the immediate crisis. Traditional

methods dictated that police officers discourage violence

on the part of the disputants by whatever means deemed-neces-

sary, including arrest, force, or the threat of these.

Unfortunately, force or the threat of force are all too

often inappropriately employed, and their consequences are

frequently counterproductive in the sense that already

frustrated individuals are antagonized even more. Sur-

pression of the conflict all too often results in repressed

hostility that is likely to re-emerge on the officers'

departure, or upon their return.

Project trained officers were expected to arrive at

a successful emotional de-escalation, as opposed to a sup-

pression of aggressive tendencies, by way of behavior
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management techniques, used as alternatives to force, when-

ever possible. Instrumental to this goal, according to

the dictates of crisis intervention theory, is an under-

standing of the clients themselves and their problems.

Without some basic understanding of their clients, officers

are unlikely to assume the posture of a behavioral engineer;

a posture necessary for the benevolent manipulation of their

clients. Thus, an increased understanding of the conflict

might be taken as one index of the ability to execute an

effective intervention.

Figure 4-1 (Figures appear at the end of this section)

shows the distribution of officers' ratings of the change

in understanding of domestic conflicts after-four months

in the field following training. If values +3 and -3 are

assigned to the most positive and most negative points of

the 7 point scale, respectively, a mean rating of 2.73 is

obtained, clearly indicating that the officers as a group

felt they had a better understanding of conflict situation

four months after training as opposed to before training.

'n lieu of explicit or implicit intimidation as a form

of behavioral control, the officers were expected to estal

lish a positive relationship with the clients that would

favorably alter the emotional atmosphere of the crisis and

allow for a problem solving rapport with the clients.

Figure 4-2 shows the percentage distributions of responses
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welcome as a result of his application of novel intervention

procedures and that only one experienced no positive change

in perceived welcomeness. Assigning values of +3 (much

more welcome) through -3 (much less welcome) to extremes

of the seven points of the rating scale, a mean response

of +2.0 was obtained. While it is impossible to attribute

anything like statistical "significance" to the results,

the fact that the average respondent was so pos ve is

relatively convincing that officers perceived clients as

more accepting of them following training compared to before

training.

Taken together, the res.tlts on these two items suggest

0

that the intervention skills of trained officers wore suc-

cessful in generating an atmosphere in the crisis context

which was more conducive to approaching non-aggressive

solutions to domestic conflict.

Following the establishment of rapport, the officers'

task was one of directing their clients toward viable solu-

tions of the problems initiating the crisis. Of paramount

importance here was the officers display of concern over

the peoples' problems and their perceptions of a sincere

effort on the part of the officers to help them work toward

a solution. In the absence of such a problem-solving set

established by the officers it is improbable that most

disputants would spontaneously develop the rational posture
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that is necessary to constructing solutions to interpersonal

problems. The percentage histogram shown in Figure 4-4

contrasts the differences in client perceptions of trained

and untrained officers with regard to the of concern.

As can be seen, the trained distribution shows a prepon-

derance of the most favorable responses as compared to the

more even distribution of the untrained group. A chi square

analysis performed on the frequencies shown below figure 4-4

(after collapsing categories "C" and "B" because of insuf-

ficient expected frequency in the former,) yields a X2 value

of 4.185 (1 d.F., p<.05). It would thus seem that the trained

officers were perceived tw their clients as exhibiting a

significantly greater effort to help with their problems.

It was expected, though by no means absolutely predicted,

that the officers' concern for people and their problems

would translate into greater client acceptance of their

efforts to help them. Figure 4-5 shows the distribution

of ratings obtained from the officers concerning changes

in client receptivity. It will be noted that the responses

lie primarily about the "much more receptive" end of the

scale. Employing the same scale values as used earlier

(+3 to -3), a mean response of +2.0 is obtained, indicating

a substantial shift in the officers' experience of client

receptivity relative to pre-training interventions.
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The complementary perspective to client receptivity

is the issue of use of force in the crisis situation, the

importance of which has already been noted. If clients

are judged as more recpative, it might reasonably be expected

that force had become less necessary for controlling the

disputants. The results of the officers' ratings of change

in necessity for force is shown in Figure 4-6 and confirm

this notion. The mean of the ratings (based on the now

familiar assignment of values) is +1.92, indicating that

officers perceived that less force was required after training

compared to before training.

On the basis of the preceding results on officer commit-

ment to rendering aid, client receptivity, and implementation

of force, it would appear that the officers were successful

in controlling most crises with benevolent behavior manage-

ment techniques.

Since it was unfeasible to label and assess all the

many aspects of a "good" intervention according to the pre-

scriptions of crisis intervention theory, some reliance

had to be placed upon global indices of the overall ade-

quacy of the officers' interventions. First, the officers

themselves were requested to rate any change in simple

"effectiveness" in domestic interventions they felt had

occurred as result of their new skills. Figure 4-7 pre-

sents the distribution of responses along tip scale. The
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most striking feature of the distribution is that nine offi-

cers gave +3 ratings (maximum) of change in effectiveness.

The mean of the distribution is +2.57. The results sn this

scale leave little doubt that officers themselves felt sub-

stantially more affective in the crisis situation.

Framing a question for clients, congruent in purpose

to examining overall effectiveness of the crisis resolution,

was not as strait ht- forward as with the officers. Obviously,

a question dealing directly with effectiveness of crisis

resolution would leave at least some of the clients unaccep-

tably uncertain with respect to what constituted "effective-

ness." Accordingly, a more general question was posed in

the form of client satisfaction, that is, whether they were

pleased with the way the police officers handled the situation

Such an approach has a good deal of validity if one accepts

the premise that the police officers would not countenance

violence in the intervention and that success, thus, becomes

largely a matter of manipulating clients in a manner which

is non-inflanmatory. The histograms in 7igure 4 -8, which

display the percenthge distribution of responses for clients

of trained and untrained officers, indicate a greater over-

all client satisfaction with trained officers as opposed to

untrained officers. An almost overwhelming majority of

the clients of trained officers gave the most favorable

response, while only about a- third of the clients of untrained
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officers did so. Tha frequency with which each response

occurred for both groups can be found below the figure and

when the frequencies for responses "B" and "C" are combined

because of the low expected frequency in the latter, a chi

square on the frequencies resulted in a value of 9.5 (1 d.f.,

p<.01). This result supports the strong implication of

the histograms that clients of the trained officers were

significantly more satisfied with the police interventions

than the clients of untrained officers.

Finally, it was supposed that if the socio-emotional

effects of the novel procedures were profound enough, clients

might positively alter their opinions of police officers.

Figure 4-9 shows, once again, the respo%ses of the two groups

of clients to the question of opinion change irrespective

of direction. Ten of the 29 clients in the trained group

changed their opinion of the police, while only one of the

26 in the untrained group changed his opinion. A chi square

performed on the frequency distributions shown below this

figure resulted' in a value of 6.241 which is Significant

beyond the .02 level for 1 d.f. This result, of course,

shows that clients of trained officers changed their opinion

of the police significantly more often tAlan clients of un-

trained officers.

A follow-up question, which can be found on the question-

naire itself in Appendix C, determined that the one individual
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handled by untrained officers showing a change, changed

toward a more pc itive opinion of the police. Nino of the

ten persons handled by trained officers changed toward

a more positive opinion of the police. The frequencies

on th4s follow -up question are too small for reliable sta-

tistical analysis and projection of this effect on a larger

scale. However, in the present project, of the citizens

contacted in the telephone survey, 31 percent handledby

trained officers reported a favorable opinion change. Un-

trained officers were reported to induce a favorable opinion

change in a notably smaller percentage ( percent) of their

cases.

It would thus appear that the novel intervention pro-

cedure was not only accepted by clients, but appears to

have had positive effects dramatic enough to favorably alter

the opinions of a substantial proportion of the clients

toward the police.

Problem Resolution

It was hoped that, as a result of their new interven-

ion procedures, the trained officers might not only be

more effective in de-escalating the immediate crisis but

might also be more successful in the resolution of long-

standing interpersonal conflict. In view of the fact that

project officers had at their disposal psychological skills,

knowledge about referral to various social agencies, as



well as a basic oriertation toward problem resolution in

the domestic context, it seemed reasonable to consider that

trained officers might meet with some success in dealing

with longstanding marital discord. Unfortunately, the expec-

tation appears to have been mainly unfulfilled.

Figure 4-10 shows the percentage distributions of re-

sponses obtained from clients of trained and untrained offi-

cers to a question on the degree to which the officers were

actually able to settle personal problems. It will be noted

that 62 percent of the clients of trained officers responded

that the intervening officers were very helpful, while fifty

percent of the clients of untrained officers :esponded in

a like manner. Another feature worthy of note is that a

greater percentage of clients in the trained group as opposed

to clients in the untrained group (17 percent v.s 12 per-

cent) responded that the officers were not helpful at all.

But these apparent differences are not established as reli-

able by statistical analysis. A chi square performed on

the frequencies shown below the figure (after collapsing

response ca egories "B" and "C" because of the insufficient

expected frequency in the latter) yie7 ad a value of .813;

indicating that even though the differences in the dis'..ri-

butions were in a direction favorable to trained officers,

trained officers were reported by clients t. be successful

in longstanding problem solution no more frequently than

untrained officers.
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As a further, though even more indirect assessment

of the efficacy of the two groups in rendering aid to prob-

lems, clients were asked about their readiness to call

the police back in the event of other future problems. The

assumptjon here was chat adequate problaa solution should

increase the clients' willingness to request police service

again in th.! event of need and that if oificers were given

more immediate access a gain would have been made in violence

prevention. Once again, as is immediately apparent in

Figure 4-11 which shows the two percentage distributions,

the differences are neglible. A chi square analysis per-

formed on the frequencies shown below figure 11 (after

combining frequencies for "II" and "C" because the expected

frequency of response "C" for the untrained group is not

sufficiently large) produced a value of .02 (1 d.f., n.s.).

Clints of trained officers voiced no greater likelihood

than clients of untrained officers of calling the police

back for a similar problem.

Finally, some attempt was made to gauge the success

of the social agency referral system that trained police

began employing along with their new intervention proce-

dures. It al hoped that a substantial number of clients,

who were referred to agencies for services beyond the scope

of the officers' skills and duties, would accept these

referrals and visit the agencies shortly after they were
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made. There was no comparative information on this item,,

inasmuch as untrained officers were not formally making

referrals at the time, and the results for the trained

group must, therefore, be interpreted independently. Of

the 29 cases in which clients were contacted, 21 imiividuals

reported that a referral was made. When questioned further,

only three clients reported that they had gone for help to

the agency to which they were referred. The results are

clear; for most referrals made by trained officers clients

failed to take advantage of the available services brought

to their attention. Nonetheless any rate above the zero

rate of the untrained group is a gain.

Participant Acceptance

A major concern of any project introducing new skills

to individuals who already have extensive experience with

the subject Laatt.r mt:st be the acceptance of those indivi-

duals employing those new skills. This derives from the

fact that no matter how worthwhile those slcills seem by

other standards, they must be endorsed by th participants

if they are ever to be implemented on any large sc le.

With this in :wind, the participating officers were requested

to indicate on a sewn point bi-polar scale the nature of

the recommendation they would make to a fellow officer con-

cerning participation in a similar program. The resulting

frequency distribution is shown in Figure 4-12. Eleven of
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the 12 participants indicated that they would "strongly

encourage" participation for a fellow officer. The results

are so strong that they go, beyond mere acceptance of the

program to an actual stron0 endorsement of it in the very

practical terms of recommending it to a colleague.

But even this overwhelmingly positive response does

not do justice to the reception of the program. Included

on the Training Participant Questionnaire were three "open"

questions, allowing the officers to express any "advantanes,"

"disadvantages," or "general comments" related to participa-

tion in the project. It speaks well of the program that

only one officer expressed any disadvantage of participa-

tion in the project, saying that the time involved in

resolving disputes could be used in reoular patrol': The

statemen's in the "advantages" and "general comments"

section c.re, however, even more leassuring. 31even of

the 12 participants stated specific advantages of partici-

pation in the program, and a like number lade positive

"general comments," with one individual leavin. the latter

section entirely blank. It should be noted that all of

the negative expressions received in the "general comments"

section were addvssed to administrative problems (e.g.

dispatching pf radio calls, support of field commanding

officers) and not to the project per se or the interven-

tion skills. Presentation of the total set of responses
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to these two sections is impossible, but a brief combined

summary of the two sections seems in order.

One of the most frequent themes in 4.'cse open sections

was a new sense of adequacy in behavior management. Five

of the officers expressed greater confidence in handling

family crises, with two of the five officers extending it

to include all interpersonal dealings as a police officer.

One officer noted that "the touchy aspect of a situation

is now alleviated moments after our arrival." Another

stated that he now had a feeling of "being in control of

any situation."

Yet another theme, and perhaps one that is allied to

the one above, is a basic appreciation of the determinants

of 1-4man behavior. A better understanding of others was

given as one advantage of program participation by 6 of

the 12 participants. Typical of these comments was one

which related that crisis intervention training "gives the

officer a better understanding of the faaily problem and

a much better way to cope with it." Five officers expressed

satisfaction with their enhanced ability co help people

find solutions to domestic problems.

Most reassuring of all the results received in the

open sections was th.1 spontaneously expressed desire of

8 of the 12 participants to see the program extended to

include more if not all Louisville police officers.

1
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These are not by any means all of the comments received,

but, limited as they are they still indicate that all par-

ticipants experienced some profit from their training and

most experienced a good deal.
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Figure 4-1. Distribution of officers' responses to the question:
Flow much better or worse do you feel you understand
the nature of family crises as a result of your
training.
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Figure 4 -2. Percentage distribution of clients' responses to
the question: lbw friendly would you say the
officers were? Would you say that:

A. they were friendly like a stranger on the
street.

B. they were friendly like a neighbor.
C. they were friendly like a big brother or

;ter.
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DistriLution of officers' responses to the question:
How much more or less welcome do you feel in homes
of disputants as a result of your training,
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Figure 4-4. Percentage distribution of clients' responses to
the question: How hard do you think the officers
tried to help with the problem that brought them?
Would you say that:

A. they tried very harc to help.
B. they tried a little to help, but not much.
C. they didn't try to help at all.
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Figure 4-5. Distribution of officers' responses to the question:
How much.more or less receptive do the disputants
seem_to be to what you have to say in family crisis
interventions as a result of your training.
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Figure 4-6. Distribution of officers' responses to the question:
How much more or less force have you found necessary
in handling family crises as a result of your training.
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Figure 4-7. Distribution of officers' responses to the question:
flow much :wore or less effective do you feel you are
in handling family crises as a result of your training.
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Figure 4-8. Percentage distribution of clients' responses to
the question: How happy were you with the way
the policemen handled the situation? Would you
say that:

A. you were very happy with the way they
handled the situation.

B. you think they handled it okay.
C. you were unhappy with the way Vey handled

it.
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Figure 4-9. Percentage distribution of clients' responses to the
question: Did the way these police officers acted
in your home change your opinion of the police:
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Figure 4-10. Percentage distribution of clients' responses to
the quettion: How helpful would you say the officers
were in settling your problem? Would you say that:

A. they were very helpful.
B. they were a little helpful, but not much.
C. they were not helpful at all.
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Figure 4-11. Percentage distribution of clients' responses to
the question: Now that the Police ha,re visited
would you be more or less likely to call them back
if you needed them? Would you be:

A. more likely to call them.
less likely to call them.

C. about as likely as before.
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Figure 4-12. Distribution of officers' responses to the question:
What type of recommendation would you give a fellow
officer if he asked for your opinion concerning
whether or not he should participate in a crisis
intervention training program of this sort.
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Discussion

Singly, the Client Telephone Questionnaire or the Offi-

cer Participant Questionnaire would have provided rather

tenuous support for crisis intorvention training of police

---
officers. However, together the two questionnaires com-

pliment one anot:ler and one supports the other in such a

way that a degree of confidence can be reasonably placed

in their jointly-indicated results that would not be war-

ranted looking at either one singlye 1;i.71i.larly, question-

naire data are succeptible to a host of n.!chodological

problems. But so are most sources of field Uata (even

crime statistics as was indicated earlier) and each tech-

nique has its (Airs i.liosyncratic tot of deCiciencies. How-

ever, few deficiencies are shared and this permits the

present questionnaire data to be combined with the crime

statistic data of the New York project, with much more

confidence being placed in jointly-supported conclusions

than would by in results based oa one or the other eval-

uation in isolation. Since it is the integration of

findings from the two questionnaires of Lee present study

which proviees the best internal evaluation of thy useful-

ness of crisis intervention training for ,Jolica, the first

part of this discussion will be devote; to conclusions

based on their joint results. In the s.con4 part of the
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discussion, an attempt will be made to integrate the findings

of the Louisville project with the findings of the New York

project since the most trustworthy evaluation of police

crisis intervention is probably available as a function

of the complementarity of the questionnaire-based findings

of the Louisville project and the crime statistic-based

findings of the New York project.

Thus, the first question that might be asked is: What

general conclusions seem warranted by the findings of both

questionnaires in the Louisville project. One general con-

clusion that seems warranted is that train-A police conducted

more effective interventions in terms of reducing conflict

in the immediate,, crisis than did untrained !police. The

Officer Participant Questionnaire showed strong affects

in the direction of improved understanding of interpersonal

conflict, enhanced acceptance of officers by clients,

greater receptivity to suggestions, less need of force,

and increased overall effectiveness. The Client Telephone

Questionnaire showed statistically significant effects

in favor of trained officers in rapport with clients, per-

ceived interest in the problem with accompanying efforts

to help, overall satisfaction with the intervention, and

attitude toward the police.

Any one specific effect listed here might easily be

questioned, but the consensus that is apparent between
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officers and clients on the many dimensions involved in

dealing with the crisis leaves little room for argument

against the conclusion that trained officers conducted

superior crisis interventions, compared to untrained offi-

cers.

Though not too much should be made of specific effects,

those which have greatest significance for police officers

seem worth mentioning. Two of these, in particular, recom-

mend the project to police departments. These are, the

reported decrease of force required in interventions and

the change in attitudes toward policeman which results

from effective crisis intervention. Alternatives to the

use of force are desirable generally, but within the area

of domestic strife the application of techniques substi-

tutable for force probably reduce the policeman's chances
1).

of physical injury--an outcome of unquestionable value and

one supportive of Bard's (1970) results as will be discussed

later. Favorable changes in attitudes are particularly

important, currently, given problems with the policeman's

image characteristic of most contemporary American cities.

Thus, any program showing saltatory changes in attitudes

toward police officers serves a very real need on the con-

temporary scene. We think it not purely coincidental

that changes in attitudes towards police resulted from

their efficient handling of interpersonal problems.
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Bittner (1970, Chap. 6), for example, points out that it

is mostly in such helping areas that recognition and status

can be earned, and the present finding at least indirectly

corraborates this assertion. These findings listed above

recommend crisis intervention training to police adminis-

trators but perhaps the most persuasive recommendation for

such a project to officers, themselves, comes anonymously

from FCIU officers, who four months into the operational

phase of the project, strongly recommended the training

for their colleagues. (Favorable publicity on the project

can be found in Appendix H.)

A second conclusion that might seem possible is with

regard to the problem-resolution effectiveness of trained

officers. Apparently, effective crisis interventions do

not assure that long-term problems will be resolved, as

suggested by results of the Client Telephone Questionnaire.

Two questions (one asking if officers helped with the problem,

the other asking if they were more likely to recall the

police) showed no differences between 4tained and untrained

groups of officers. These findings suggest that long-range

outcomes of effective interventions did not occur, though

no strong conclusion is possible since complimentary ques-

tions were not included in the Officer Participant Question-

naire, and these findings rest only with the Client Telephone

Questionnaire.
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The failure to find ling -range effects following effec-

tive interventions could have resulted in two ways: One,

effects were, indeed, non-existant, and two, the rate of

success in such cases is so '',marginal that present techniques

failed to detect them. It would not be too surprising to

find the first possibility true; that trained officers were

unable to resolve long-standOg problems in the short time

permitted on each case since the problems are notoriously
1

intransigent. It is, however,\equally possible that some

advantage in favor of: trained cfficers does exist but that

rates of success are so low so as to require a sample

mPrkedly larger than the present one to establish these

slight differences as real. Unfortunately, evidence inter-

nal to the Louisville project does not permit a judgment

to be made on this issue. However, the evaluation of the

New York project was directly focused on outcomes such as

call-backs and it is in such instances that the comple-

mentarity o the different evaluation techniques can be

brought into play.

It is necessary, though, to first review the findings

of the New York project. The New York project focused on-

six evaluative criteria with expectations for each as to

the direction o change. These expectations were:

(a) that the number of family disturbance complaints

would decrease in the demonstration precinct, compared to



the control precinct. ::valuation showed three times more

complaints in the demonstration precinct as in the control

precinct--a finding opposite to expectations.

(b) thac the number of repeat interventions for trained

officers would decrease (as a function of problem resolution)

compared to the number for control officers. Actually the

FCIU recorded significantly more repeat cases than officers

in the control precinct--again the findings were opposite

expectation.

(c) that homicides would be reduced in the demonstra-

tion precinct compared to the control. Surprisingly, "Total

homicides increased considerable (three anti one-half times)

in the demonstration precinct, while there was a one-third

reduction in homicides in the comparison precinct" (Bard,

1970, p. 27).

(d) that homicides among family members would decrease

in the demonstration precinct, compared to the control

precinct. Here, too, homicides increased in the demonstra-

tion precinct but remained constant in the control precinct.

(e) that assaults would decrease in the demonstration

precinct compared to the control precinct. Fewer assaults

were found in the demonstration precinct compared to the

control precinct. This is, of course, consistent with

expectations.
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(f) thac injuries to policemen would be reduced in

the demonstration precinct, compared to the control pre-

cinct. No FCIU officer was injured despite the greater

probability that they would be considering the greater

number of domestic calls they made. However, two members

of the regular force in the demonstration precinct and

one officer in the control precinct sustained injuries
1111.4

in family disputes.

On the surface several of the above results of the

New York project might elicit alarm. Nad ue mumber of

family disturbance calls been fewer, had assaults and homi-

cides decreased in the demonstration precinct, the logic

of the experimental design would have permitted the conclu-

sion that thc: project was responsible for thuse positive

effects. Similarly, in that family disturbance calls in-

creased, and assaults and homicides were greater in the

demonstration precinct than in the control, it is equally

valid to conclude that the project was responsible for

these negative effects. The only recourse to this con-

clusion is to propose the existence of confounding events

extraneous to the experimental design and, admittedly,

the presence of such events is plausible. Bard (1970)

argues that differences in reporting between FCIU officers

and untrained control officers accounts for the differences

found in the number of disturbance complaints and the number
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of repext interventions. This is an acceptable explanation

knowing the aversion of most police officers to completing

written reports.

Another explanation offered by Bard (1970) is that

. . .the availability of a more effective police service

in this connection may have resulted in greater and more

effective community utilization of the FC1U." Several

results from the Louisville project add plausibility to

this suggestion as a partial explanation for the greater

number of FC1U initial and repeat calls ia the New York

project. Officers' reports that they w.:x.s more welcome and

that clients were more receptive of them and their sugges-

tions as well as reports from citizens that they thought

more of trained officers, all would lead one to expect

that citizens would utilize their police more in crisis

circumstances. However, the "call back" question on the

Client Telephone Q Lestionnaire failed to support the argu-

ment that citizen; would more readily re...all police. The

weight of the evidence, however, appears to be in favor

of greater utilization of police since this occurred as

an outcome in the New York project and the basic processes

thought to be responsible for this outcoma (welcomness,

receptivity, favorable attitude) were deaonstrated to

exist in the Louisville project.
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It is soaewhat more difficult to ex?lain thu increases

in assaults and homicides found in the New York project,

and Bard's (1970) conclusion that ". . .the operation of

the FCIU failed to effect any change in overall homicide

incidence ii the demonstration area (p. 27) is patently

erroneous given tine logic of the design of the evaluation.

Within the logic of the evaluation design an increase in

homicides must be considered as a probable effect of the

experimental treatment--crisis intervention training for

policemen. Furthermore, in the case of assaults and homi-

cide statistics, differential reporting cannot be employed

as a plausible external confounding factor since assault

and homicide statistics were collected independent of the

project in the usual manner of tha New York City Police

Department. Thus, either the effects auSc be accepted

as due to the proj-nt or a reasonable argument must be

made that it is extremely unlikely that such affects would

emerge froze the project and that other extraneous factors

were responsible for them.

One very plausible extraneous consideration is that

the New York project was run during the summer of 1967- -

a time of notable Black unrest. Thus, the increase in

homicides may have been a reflection of heightened tensions

in the Black community. The difference between the demon-

stration and the control precinct, then, might be more a
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function of the unfortunate fact that the demonstratios

precinct was almost totally Negro and the control precinct

largely Puerto Rican. There is no evidence to suppot this

argument, however, it must simply stand on its appeal to

reason.

There is evidence, however, from the Louisville project

supportive of the olaiu that it is unlikely that increases

in assaults and homicides would eventuate from police appli-

cation of crisis intervention techniques in domestic trouble

situations. On the oil, hand, if trained policeman were

inadvertently exacerbating domestic conflict, negative con-

sequences might be understood. On the other hand, if trained

policemen are responded to positively by citizens, it is

unlikely that they are contributing to conflict and unlikely

that their activities result in increases in violence.

Thus, results from the Louisville project's evaluation showing

effects such as increased friendliness, satisfaction, and

appreciation of the officers, support the argument that

whatever the cause of the increased incidence of assaults

and homicides in the New York project, it is unlikely that

FCIU officers contributed to conflict and violence through

their crisis interventions. Interventions which produce

high levels of positive socio-emotional reaction are unlikely

to leave a residual for violence.



Additionally, the New York and Louisville projects

compliment one another in terms of violence reduction. In

7,

' the New York project, no FciU officer was injured while

three untrained patrolmen in the area were injured on domes-

tic trouble calls. These frequencies are too small for

statistical tests so external support is desirable. Such

support seems to be provided by the officers' reports

in the Louisville project that they required less force in

handling domestic conflicts following training than before.

Thus, one benefit of crisis intervention training appears

to be that it provides officers alternatives to violence

which in turn reduces their own liability of injury.

As was mentioned earlier, the evaluation of the Louis-

ville project, since it is directed more at process than

outcome, is insufficient to establish that any long-range

effects were forthcoming. The two bits of evidence on this

issue (questions on helping with the problem and on willing-

ness to call the police again) failed to support the hypo-

thesis that differences in savor of trained officers would

exist. Data on the number of referrals were too few to

give a persuasive endorsement to the project in terms of

bringing long-term help to citizens in need. On the other

hand, the outcome-directed evaluation of the New York

project offers sufficient evidence that family crisis

intervention training for police can have long-term effects.
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First, if the New York finding that FCIU oZficers made more

initial and repeat calls is interpreted in the light of

findings from tha Louisville project to mean that they were

in greater demand by citizens, it seems that the program

enhances the police function in a community. Police pres-

ence in potentially dangerous situations is obviously

desirable as a long-term goal. Not only can police counter

violence by their presence but may offer more extensive

aid. Indeed that such aid was rendered, at least periodi-

cally, is attested to a number of successful referrals.

Of 719 families referred to a social agency in New York

it could be verified that 69 (9.6%) took advantage of the

referral and contacted the agency. Of the 21 referrals made

by FCIU officers in the Louisville project, three (7%) per-

sons reported that they went to the agency. Though this

rate is quit2 low in both instances, it is obvious that

some persons received help who would otherwise have remained

unaided.

Finally, the New York and Louisville projects differred

in several general qualitative ways which serve as sources

of information on several considerations related to future

applications. The first consideration is relevant to most

methods, techniques, and programs designed and applied by

one man or a cohesive group of men: Is the technique,

method, or program transferrable; can other men apply the
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`Same procedures and exp. t comparable outcomes. The success

of the Louisville project, modeled after the New York pro-

ject, argues persuasively that crisis intervention training

for police can be generally applied. Indeed the program

appears to be very robust insofar as it can tolerate a

number of deviations from the initial plan. Some devia-

tions made successfully in the Louisville project are instruc-

tive:

(a) police personnel in the New York project were

highly salect2d, whereas in the Louisville project little

selection was possible. Given the success of the Louisville

project, it follows that select police officers are not a

prerequisite and that the program might be applied to whole

departments without major revision based on the qualities

of the police personnel.

(b) the theoretical point of view of the New York

project was generally analytic compared to tha more behav-

iorally oriented philosophy of the Louisville staff. At

the least, such differences in theoretical orientation

seem not crucial to the success of the project. The project

seems quite robust with respect to the theoretical procli-

vities of the trainers.

(3) tha target population in the New York project was

almost exclusively Negro while in the Louisville project

the target population was over 90% white. These differences,
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too, seen unimportant save for requiring a few special

presentations on peculiar aspects of the target population.

Many other differences can probably be tolerated in

any new application of crisis intervention tr for

police. However, some problems encountered in the present

project point to a few areas where laxness may seriously
e

restrict the effectiveness of the program. One of these

areas is the support of immediate superiors. Support for

the Louisville program came from the top command of the

Police Department and the officers in tha program soon

became advocates of crisis training. However, command

personnel at the level of sergant, lieutenant, and captain

proved indifferent, at best, and hostile, at worse. The

FCIU officers were subject to ridicule at times from

untrained officers which was particularly harsh in the

absence of active support from immediate superiors. Bard

(1970) avoided many of these problems by a program of

conferences with all personnel to be indirectly involved

with the project. This procedure is strongly recommended.

However, even more strongly recommended is a procedure

wherein an autonomous subsystem is selected and everyone

within that subsystem (say, a precinct) submitted to the

training program. This, in effect, isolate.; the trained

personnel from counter influences from the larger organi-

zation.
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Another shortcoming shared by both the New York and

Louisville nrz-juct was the inadequacy of tha service agency

laisson. In both projects, for instance, agencies proved

indifferent to the extent that agency referrals could not

be traced. This is a particularly insiiious problem since

surface cooperation is often easily obtained from colleagues

working in agencies. However, the day-to-day demands upon

staff in these agencies seems so pressing that they invar-

iably neglect their participation in the project. Closer

liaison with social agencies is one answer, but an estab-

lished Crisis Center with an adequate referral and follow-

up service is strongly recommended.

Given the precautions stated above, there appears to

be every reasonable assurance that the Bard model of crisis

intervention training for policemen can ba applied with

success in a wide range of settings by professionals of

a variety of orientation,: and that highly desirable out-

comes will ensue.
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APPENDIX A

Descriptive Data from Family Crisis Report

During the operational phase of the project, there

were 421 domestic trouble runs made in the third district

and of these, 129 were made by FCIU officers. Of the 129

runs made, Family Crisis Reports ware submitted on 69 runs,

which involved some 206 persons. The data reported hare

is a compilation of the information from these reports as

completed by trained officers.

When

As any experienced police officer knows, family trouble

calls vary widely according to month of year, week, and

day. Smmilarly, criminologists, aware of such variations,

have used them in order to infer the dynamics of violent

behavior. For example, Lunden (1967) uses the temporal

variation in crimes against persons to make the following

inference:

Since the number of crimes vary according to the degree
and the intensity of social interaction among people
it is normal to expect fluctuations of o2fenses by
days of weak. . . .Regardless of araas, as long as
people follow the 7-day cycle of little or no work
from Friday through Sunday, crimes are always higher
during this period (p. 32).

Accordingly, the following temporal data ara presented.

Figura 5-1 (figures and tables appear at the end of

this section) shows tha number of Family Crisis Reports
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submitted by FCIU officers as a function of months during

the operational phase of the project. For comparison, the

frequency of all family runs in the third district by month

are shown. As can be seen, both functions begin high in

July and diminish steadily. FCIU reported cases remained

at roughly a constant proportion of all 3rd district cases.1

Both sets of data convey the general impression that during

the months of July through November, domestic crises calls

decline steadily. This decline resulted in about half as

many runs being made in November as in August. The trends

shown are quite consistent with trends for crimes against

persons, generally. For example, the function for aggre-

vated assault shown by Lunden (1967, p. 29) increases from

January to August then decreases steadily to the January

low. The decrease in domestic trouble runs in Louisville

corresponds temporally to the period of decreasing inci-

dence for assaults. Thus, it can be seen that the data

show the decline from August.to November characteristic of

crimes against the person, generally.

Next, consider the equally sizable fluctuations which

occur in domestic trouble runs as they vary with day of

the week. As Figure 5-2 shows, family trouble calls vary

at least by a factor of two over days of the week. Peaks

in Louisville's 3rd police district are Wednesday and

1The July estimate for FCIU is the frequency of reports
for the week they were in the field multiplied by the number
of weeks in July.
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Sunday with Tuesday and Friday being relatively quiet.

The Tuesday peak in Louisville plus the low incidence of

domestic trouble on Friday and Saturday is atypical,

generally, as can be seen from the function for assaults

in Detroit for 1964 (Lunden, 1967, p. 32) . However, it

is generally recognized that this tyoe r crime is inter-

personal and depends on conditions wilicn exacerbate con-

flict between people. Long-term close contact is one of

these conditions, but so are behaviors related to drinking

and the handling of money in the housel)old. Thus, when

the above results were first observed the project staff

almost imaediately wondered if Tuesday might be a major

pay-day in the city. A few calls confirmed that at least

one major blue-collar employer in Louisville payed on

Tuesdays.

The present data are rather sparce, however, and not

too much confidence should be placed in either these data

or the explanation offered above. Much more data is obvi-

ously needed but there is the suggestion here that domestic

trouble may not show the usual °weekend peak" when other

situational factors are timed differently. However, the

present data is inadequate for a satisf *ctory examination

of this issue.

Variations in domestic trouble with time of day is

as one would again expect on the basis of past information
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on crimes against persons. Frequency of reported FCIU

runs show a peak load occurring during the 7 to 11 shift.

Domestic trouble calls are lowest at about 5 A.M. and in-

crease rather steadily across the day until about midnight.

Figure 5-3 shows the frequency of domestic trouble runs

reported by the FCIU in three hour blocks and comparison

data in terms of murders in Allegheny County, Pa. from

1905 to 1940 (from Lundin, 1967, p. 38).

As can be seen, FCIU runs and murders vary similarly

with tin of day, again arguing for some common basis and

supporting, though indirectly, the observation that a

significant proportion of murders result from domestic

disputes.

Who

A description of the persons involved in domestic

trouble is perhaps one aspect of this data not generally

available from crime statistics as usually summarized.

The age distribution for all disputants involved in

the 89 reported crises is shown in Figure 5-4. A comparison

is provided in terms of the age distribution of all persons

in the 3rd police district (U.S. Census, 1960). As can

be seen, minors are definitely under-represented, suggest-

ing that few of these conflicts involve the regulation of

children, directly. These conflicts as shall be seen

later are for the most part two-adult phenomena. Conflict
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occurs almost full blown in the 16-20 age group; presumably

among young married couples. The subsequent five years

seem even more conflicted, and here the function reaches

its peak. After the peak at the 21-25 age group, the

function returns to what might be considered its initial

level and shows a brief plateau until couples reach about

45 years of age. The rate of reported family conflict

decreases steadily after about 45 years but even at age

sixty, some couples have not really eliminated severe

conflict from their marriage.

It is perhaps instructive to compare the rate of

depletion of the population with age to the rate of dimin-

ution of family conflict. This comparison from about year

30 onward suggests that conflict decreases only a little

more r'pidly with age than the supply of people available

for conflict. Such a comparison, in turn, implies that

adjustment in marriage does not necessarily improve with

the age of thd couples involved, or that as adjustment

improves disrupcive factors increase commensurately.

Racially, persons dealt with by FCIU officers were

roughly proportionate in numbers to the racial composition

of the district. FCIU officers dealt with 188 caucasoid

persons and 18 negroid persons, which approximates the

94 to 6 percent racial distribution of the district.
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The domestic trouble run brings police officers, in

the overwhelming majority of cases, to a two-party conflict;

mostly between husband and wife. Table 5-1 shows the fre-

quency of cases according to the relationship of disputants

as reported by FCIU officers on the Family Dispute Form.

As can be seen, the family conflict is overwhelmingly a

husband-wife phenomenon, and thereby a two-parson confron-

tation. When all two-person cases are considered, they

represent 83% of the cases. In 92% of the cases disputants

were members of the same immediate family. This fact is

reflected also in the breakdown of the sex of the main

disputants with a total of 103 males and 103 females.

Though similar totals can occur in various ways, these

reflect the one man, one woman character of most domestic

trouble calls.

As can be seen from Table 5-2, the man in most dis-

putes was an unskilled or skilled workman and the woman,

a housewife. In combination, the most frequently visited

family was headed by an unskilled man and a housewife.

Of course, little can be said about these results

without a similar breakdown on the 3rd police district as

a whole. Since no such breakdown is available and our

classification relies on the judgments of the ?CTU officers,

these results must stand as simply descriptive of the types

of calls made by FCIU officers.
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Where and bJhy

As might be expected by virtu of the nature of the

persons involveJ, the dispute took place most often in

an apartment or home, immediately outside such, and (only

a few times) on the street. Table 5-3 shoos the frequency

with which the conflict took place within these various

locations. As can be seen, only about 8% of these alter-

cations occurred beyond the immediate surroundings of the

home.

Finally, causes of these disturbances are not so

easily determined, though, to be sure, the dynamics of the

conflict are particular to the nature of the. marital rela-

tionship. In an attempt to gain information of the causes

of disputes trained officers were asked to report what

they perceived to he the major cause of the imnediate

prs,blem. A classification of causes for th altercation

as recorded by the patrolmen is shown in Table 5-4. Row

S of the table sixws a classification done by h r. Schanie

while row D shows a classification done by Dr. Driscoll.

A list of causes wts jointly decided upon on the basis

of general familiarity with Family Crisis Reports. Follow-

ing this, the classifications of the reported causes of

disputes was done independently by the two judges from the

Family Crisis Reports.

I
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There is a high level of agreement between the two

judges in terms of the rank order of causes with disagree-

ment in rank arising only in the eighth most frequent cause.

Alcohol, psychological problems, infidelity, and indepen-

dence problems head the list and account for the majority

of conflicts. There is marked disagreement between judges

on the frequency with which alcohol could be considered

the cause of the conflict, though not enough disagreement

to affect the ranking. However, this disagreement does

reflect a stronger preference on the part of one judge

for considering alcohol as a symptom of problems rather

than as a cause of conflict. Whatever, most situations

involved more than one of the listed causes and thus, were

multiply caused. For instance, alcohol was involved in

many disputes where it was not listed as the immediate

cause by the officers. In 52% of the cases alcohol was

involved, although in only 24 to 36% of the cases was it

seen as the immediate cause of the conflict (other drugs

were found in 5% of the cases).

Another way to look at causes of domestic disputes is

to examine referral information both in terms of the agencies

suggested and in terms of the officers, listed reason for

making the referral. Table 5-5 lists -ch. dispositions of

FCIU cases. As can be seen, a sizable proportion of cases

(35%) required only the services of the officers. In some
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58% of the cases, referrals were made. Of these referrals,

60% were made to mental health agencies, 11% were made to

service agencies, and 29% were made to legal agencies.

This indicates that officers felt that crises revolved

about mental health problems. Of the mental health refer-

rals, the leading reasons given for the referral were marital

or family counseling and alcohol and drug counseling.

Persons, whether drinking or not, were generally

excited when the pdtrolmen arrived. Table 5-6 summarizes

ratings by FCIU officers of the level of aggitation in

terms of the scale points provided. In the 89 cases,

sixteen assaults hay occurred; nine of these with a weapon.

Officers ware assaulted without weapons twice. These

facts, we think, support the contention made throughout

this presentation that even though the orientation of, the

officers is to help, violence is all too likely and family

crisis very often requires the police rather than the

mental health worker.
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Table 5-1

Relationship of Disputants from FCIU Reports

Husband-Wife 52

Husband-Wife-Offspring 7

Mother-Son/Daughter 6

Father-Son/Daughter 4

Common-Law Man-Woman 5

Unrelated Man-Woman 4

Husband-Wife-Relations 2

Separated Husband-Wife 2

Divorced Eusbanl-.life 2

Siblings 2

Other 3

89
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Table 5-2

Combinations of Husband-Wife Skill Level from FCIU Reports

Wife

Housewife Skilled Unskilled Total
Professional 1 0 0 1

White Collar 2 0 0 2

Skilled 11 5 5 21
Unskilled 25 1 7 33
UnemployQd 3 2 4 9

Other 2 0 0 2

44 8 13 68

Table 5-3

Location of Dispute from FCIU Reports

Apartment or Home 71

Outside rasidance
Porch 3
Yard 1

Other 7

Street 5

Car 2

89
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Table 5-4

Main Causes of FCIU Domestic Trouble Calls

S D
Alcohol 32 21

Psychological Problems--one or more participant 13 18

Infidelity--real or imagined 10 13

Restriction of Personal Independence 8 10

Money 5 6

Children -- disputes over control 5 5

In Laws 2 1

Goal Connie+ 2 3

Indeterminate 12 11

89 89
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Table 5-5

Disposition of FCIU reported cases

Arrest 7

Handled by Officer 31

Referral 51

89

Type of Referral

Mental Health Referral 37

Family and Children's Agency
West Central Mental Health Center
U. of Louisville Clinic
General Hospital (Psychiatric)
Church or Minister

17

10
5

3
2

Service Referrals 6

Parkhill Area Council 1

General Hospital (medical) 1

HELP office 1

Metropolitan Social Service 1

Manpower Center 1

Food Stamp Office 1

Legal Referrals 18

Legal Aid Society 8
Recommended Warrant 8
Juvenile Court 2

61
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Table 5-6

Frequency Distribution on Family Crisis Report for Item:

When you arrived, the parties were:
(N=206)

' (2) ' (7) ' (16) ' (52) ' (22) ' (28) ' (59) '

Calm Agitated Dangerously
Violent
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Figure 5-1. Domestic trouble runs made by the FCIU compared to
all runs in the "3rd district.
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Figure 5-2. Frequency of FC1U domestic trouble reports by day of
week compared to daily variation in assaults in Detroit
(19b0, Lundin, p. 12).
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Figure 5-3. Frequency of FCIU domestic trouble reports by hours
of the day compared to the hourly average of homicides
in Allegheny, Pa. (from Lundin, 1967).
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MAST3R SC.4OULs FOR FAMILY CRISIS INT3RVE,1rION TRAINING

Day 1

Orientation: Mr. Burton: Director
of Public Safety

Chief Hyde: Louisville Division of
Police

Dr. Driscoll: Philosophy of the Pro-
ject

Questions and Answers

Presentation: Dr. K. raper, (U of L)
Tie Poiiceman's Jog am its
Psychological Prassur.as

Discussion: What a Policeman Does
and What He Shoull J.

Assignment: All Popular Press On
Intervention Training.
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Day 2

Feedback Session (Coffee)

Presentation: Dr. Bieliaskas
(U of Cincinnati)--Current
Concepts and Practice in
Poi ice Mork

Discussion :4:ith Or. 3ieliaskas

Presentation: Or. Oriscoll(U L)

A C.usi View of 3ahavior

Discussion ;ith Or. Driscoll

Assignaants: Policeman as Phil-
asll,:ar, Guide, and Frienl.
Faaily Disturbance as a
PolZc a ?unction

Day 3

Feedback Session

Presentation: Dr. Driscoll (U of L)
Effects of 2arly 2xperience:
Some "Critical" Learning

Film: Roots of Criminality

Film: Emotions and Crime

Discussion with Dr. Driscoll

Presentation: Dr. I4ainord (U of L)
Changing Behavior

Discussion with Or. Jainorj

Assignments: The Delinquant an0 the
Law

School Failures and Dropout;.

Day 4

Feedback Session

Presentation: Dr. Meyer (U of L)
Abnormal Behavior and How
To Handle It

Film: Booked for Safe Keeping

Film: Depression

Film: Cry for Halp

Discussion witi. Dr. Meyer

Presentation: Dr. 3arrett (U L
aii1.1 Psychiatry) Chiliran
in Faailies

Discussion with Dr. Barrett

Assigna.int: Violence Like Charity
3egins at Home
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Day
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Day 5.

Feedbac1c 3ession

Presanc:.tion: Dr. Murrell
U) cagily Structure and
Interaction

Discussion with Dr. Murrell

Presentation: Dr. Mayer (U of L)
The Crisis as an Opportunity
For Change

Discussion with Dr. Meyer

Assignm.:mts: What Makes a Marriage
Happ)

Divorc.:

Saving Your Aarriaga

SJxu,A. 42justment In larri.).:

Feedback Session

Simulation I
Intervention

Day 7 Day 8

in .racily Crisis I

Feedback Session

Meeting with Actors From Simulation
I

Teams A, 8, C

Video-Tape Feedback and Commentary
Teams D, 8, F (Oir. Riddick--U of L)

Assignment: The ConpAssicn:Te Cop Group Conferences: Dr. Meyer and
Dr. i4ainord

Assignment: Crisis Theory and
Therapeutic Change in Small
Groups
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Feedback Session

Presentati°01 Mr. Bloch (U of L)
Some Techniques of Conflict
Resolution

Discussion with Mr. 3loc1:

Work on Reports on .iriulation I

Field Trip: Family anl
Agency

Film: Marked for Failurz

Film: Under N..:2ssurl

Assignment: Family Tnaram ental
Health--A Family ILffair

Day 10

Feedback Session

Presentation:
Community

Field Trips to
Councils
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Mk. Amster (U of L)
Action Councils

Community Action

Discussion with dr. Amster

PresentP.tion: Or. BlochNow
to alt.: R4farrals

Assignment: What Is Marriage
Counseling

Day 11

Feedback Session

Simulation II

Team F
3
D

Team C
B
A

Assignment: Normal Crisis, :7amily
Structure, and Ilmt,?.1

Day 12

Feedback Session

Meeting ith Actors From Simulation
II

Video-Tape Feedback with Commentary--
Mr. Ri.:dick

Group Conferences: Dr. dainorJ
anl Jr.

Work on Reports on Simulation II



Day 13

Feedback Session

Presentation: Mr. Hattingar (3tate
Department of Rehabilitation)
Resources for Retraining for
Bmployment

Discussion with Mr. Hettinger

Presentation: Mr. Skaggs (West
Central Mental Health Center)
Mental Health Referral System

Discussion with Mr. Skaggs

Presentation: Dr. Miller (U of L
Child Psychiatry Center)
Some Hints on In-carviing

Discussion with Dr. AillJr

Film: A Message from 110 On

12.5

Day 14,

Feedback Sassion

Simulation III
Teams C

0

Teats B
A
P

Assignment: Psychotherapy--A
H212ing Process

Day 15

Feedback Session

Meeting with Actors from Simulation.
III

Video-Tape Feedback with Coamentary-
Mk. Riddick

Group Conferences
Dr. Ma inord and Dr. Aeyer

Written Reports on Simulation III

Day 16

Feedback Sassion

Presentation: Mr. John Klotter
(School of Police Adminis-
tration U of L)--Legal
Aspects of Family Crisis
Intervention

Discussion with Mr. Klotter

Review of All Video-Tapas

Written ?inal Report on Simulations



Day 17

Feedback Session

Presentation: Ar. Join KollanJ
(Drug Abuse an: Information
Center) and Or. Ricia . Smith
(U of 14 Drugs Drug Cultures

Field Work BriJfing

Field Work

Team A (with Hr. RisLlick)
B (with Ar. Bloch)
C (with Dr. dayz:r)

Day 1:),

Feedback Session

Reports on Field Interventions
Team D

F

Group Conferences: Jr. ILlyJr and
Dr. Mainord
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Day 13

Feedback S.:ssion

Reports on Field Interventions
Team A

3
C

Workshop: Data Forms
Captain HunnCommander of
Third Dist;ict

Field Work

Team D (Dx. Mainuzd)
3 (Dr. Driscoll)
F (Mr. White)

Day 20

3valuatior o: raining

Comaiencea_tnt: Hr. E.Arton
Chief Hyde
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APPENDIX C

Train ing Evaluation Ru...stionnairo
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Training Evaluation Questionnaire

THESE ARE STRICTLY ANONYMOUS- DO NOT SIGN THEM

PLEAS3 BE FRANK IT WILL HELP US NEXT TIME

Recruitment Procedures

Adequate Satisfactory Inadequate

Comments:

Selection Procelur,ls (interviews)

Adequate

Camments:

First Day's Orientation

Adequate-

Comments:

Satisfactory Inadequate

Satisfactory- Inadequate

Now rate the usefulness of various topics to you as a
policeman. Please evaluate the topics without considering
the quality of the presentation since we merely wish to
know whether to include that topic (but perhaps not the
same speaker) next time.

A Psychologists Viaw of the Policeman's Job

Essential

Comments:

Useful Unnecessary

Modern Concepts anJ Practices in Polic3 or%

Essential -

Comments:

Useful - Unnecessary
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A Causal View of 2.thavior

Essential- Useful -Unnecessary

Comments:

Principles of Behavior Modification:

Essential-

Comments:

Useful Unnecessary

Abnormal Behavior and its Management

Essential-

Comments:

-Useful Unnecessary

Practical Rules for Crisis Intervention

Essential

Comments:

Useful Unnecessary

Family Structure and Interaction

Essential

Comments:

-Useful - Unnecessary

Techniques of Conflict Resolution

Essential

Comments:

Useful- - -- Unnecessary



The Psychology of the Black

Essential - - -- ------ - - - - -- Useful

Comments:

Techniques of Intrviewing

essential -

Comments:
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Unnecessary

Useful - Unnecessary

Legal Aspects of Crisis Intervention

essential -----

Comments:

Useful Unnecessary

Drugs and their affects on Behavior

essential Useful Unnecessary

Comments:

Now let us know what you think of the aay in which the
persons making the presentations did their jobs.

Orientation (Driscoll)

Adequate- Acceptable Inadequate

Comments:

A Psychologist's View of the Policeman's Job (Kemper)

Adequate - Acceptable- Inadequate
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Modern Concepts and Practices in Police Work (Bieliauskas)

Adequate -

Comments:

Acceptable InaJequata

A Causal Vies: o2 Behavior (Drisco13)

Adequate

Comments:

- -- Acceptable Inadequate

Principles of BehrIvior Modification (i4ainard)

Adequate-

Comments:

Acceptable Inadequate

Abnormal Behavior (deyer)

Adequate

Comments:

MID Acceptable- - - Inadequate

Practical Rules for Crisis Intervention (Jarrett)

Adequate

Comments:

Acceptable Inadequate

Family Structur. and Interaction (Murrell)

Adequate - Acceptable Inadequate

Comments:



Techniques of Conflict Resolution (Bloch)

Adequate

Comments:
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Acceptable Inadequate

The Psychology of the Black (Neal)

Adequate

Comments:

Acceptable Inadequate

Techniques of Interviewing (Miller)

Adequate---------- ------ Acceptable

Comments:

Techniques of Interviewing (White)

Adequate-

Comments:

Inadequate

Acceptable Inadequate

Legal Aspects of Crisis Intervention (Klottlr)

Adequate

Comments:

--Acceptable Inadequate

Drugs and their iffects (Smith and Holland)

Smith:

Adequate Acceptable Inadequate

Holland:

Adequate Acceptable Inadequate

Comments:
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What topics would you want more on?

What topics would you like to add?

General Comments on topics and speakers:

Did you find the opportunity to ask questions and discuss
topics with speakers useful?

Would you like the discussion sessions structured differently?
How?

Now please turn your attention to the teaching dramas and
intervention workshops.

How valuable do you think teaching dramas are in developing
crisis intervention techniques?

Indispensible -

Comments:

-- Useful Unnecessary

How valuable were each of the three teaching dramas used
in this program?

Drama 1

Indispensible--- - Useful Unnecessary

Drama 2

Indispensible - - - Useful Unnecessary
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Drama 3

Indispensible Useful Unnecessary

Comments:

How valuable was the video-tape replay of these situations
in developing crisis intervention techniques?

Indispensible

Comments:

Useful Unnecessary

How valuable do you think it was to request written reports
from you on your laboratory interventions?

Indispensible

Comments:

Useful Unnecessary

How valuable do you think watching live interventions of
other teams (through one-way mirrors) was in ieveloping
intervention techniques?

Indispensible--------------Useful Unnecessary

Comments:

How valuable lo you think meetings with the actors was in
developing techniques of intervention?

Indispensible

Comments:

Useful Unnecessary

How valuable were the group conferences in developing crisis
intervention techniques?

Indispensible - - -- Useful - -- Unnecessary

Comments:
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General coment s on Intervention Workshops:

teaching dramas

watching other teams

video-tape playback

meetings with actors

group conferences

Ratings of Filps and Readings:

Cross-out the titles of the films that you think should
not be included next time

Roots of riainality
Emotion and Crime
Booked for Safe Keeping
Depression
Cry for Help
Marked for Failure
Under Pressure

' A Massage from Ho One

Now go back an.' put an X beside those you really found
valuable.

Cross off the titles of the readings which should not be
included next time:

Policeman as Philosopher, Guide and Friend
Family Disturbance as a Police Function
The Delinquent and the Law
School Failures and Dropouts
Violence like Charity Begins at Home
What makes a Marriage Happy
Divorce
Saving your Marriage
Sexual Adjustment in Marriage
The Compassionate Cop
Crisis Theory and Therapeutic Change in Small Groups
Family Therapy
Mental Health, a Family Affair
What is Marriage Counseling
Normal 2risis, Family Structure, and dental Health
Psychotherapy - -A Helping Process
Alcoholism - -A Sickness that can be CurA
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Now go back an3 put an X beside those you really found
valuable.

General Commen-cs on ?Urns and Readings:

Now consider Referral Procedures:

Of what value !Jr. . visits by personnel from agencies (Skaggs
and Hettinger)

Essential- Useful Unnecessary

Comments:

Would you like more of these and if so from what agencies?

Of what value were field visits?

Essential Useful Unnecessary

Comments:

Would you like more field trips and if so to what agencies?

Were the visis-c to the Community Action Councils useful?

Comments on Referral Procedures:

Now consider Field Work:

How valuable do you feel field work was in developing
intervention techniques?

Essential - -- Useful- Unnecessary

Comments:
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Would you suggest more field work?

What changes would you make in field work procedures?

How valuable were the reports of other teams on their field
work and the discussion of these reports?

Sssential-

Comments:

Useful Unnecessary

General Comments on Iripld 4Ork:

Personnel Zvaluations:

Please give us frank evaluations of the effectiveness of
the personnel involved in the project.

Driscoll

Very effective job Satisfactory Ineffective

Related well to officers Relatel poorly to officers

Comments:

Meyer

Very effective job Satisfactory Ineffective

Related well to officers, Related poorly to officers

Comments:

Mainard

Very effective job Satisfactory Ineffective

Related well to officers related poorly to officers

Comments:
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Ridiick

Very effective job Satisfactory- - - -- Ineffective

Related well to oZficers Related poorly to officers

Comments:

Bloch

Very effective job -

Related well to officers

Comments:

Satisfactory IneffecZive

Related ?oorly to officers

White

Very effective job - Satisfactory Ineffective

Related wc41 to o.tfficers Related poorly to officers

Comments:

What two or three things would you have liked to have more of?

Was the meeting with your Captain useful?

What changes in scheduling would you aake?

What changes in the order in which you received things
would you nalzi..?
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Do you think the program could be run effectively in three
weeks? Why?

Why not?

Any other comments:



APPaNDIX 3

3:valuation Forms and In-Car Fil-
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Officer Participant Questionnaire

The following questionnaire was drawn up to give us
a better picture of the effects of crisis intervention
training. Specifically, we want to know what the training
has or has not meant to you in performing the duties of
a police ofZicer in crisis interventions.

Completion of the questionnaire should require only
a few minutes. It will be appreciated if you complete
this questionnaire on the day it is received and mail it
back the next day in the return envelo?2 provided within.
Please do not sign your name, we wane you to feel totally
free in expressing yourself.

Please rate on the scales provided:

1. How much more or less force you. have found necessary
to employ in handling family crises as a result of your
training.

A great
deal less
force

No A great
Change deal more

force

2. How much more or less effective you are in handling
family crises as a result of your training.

Much more No Much less
effective Change effective

3. How much more or less welcome your presence in the
homes of disputants is as a'result of your training.

Much more
welcome

No :ouch lass

Change weXcome

4. How much more or less receptive tne disputants seem
to what you have to say in family crisis interventions as
a result your training.

Much more No Much less
receptive Change receptive
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5. The tylo.! of recommendation you would give a fellow
officer if h.! asked for your opinion concrning whether
or not he should participate in a crisis intervention
training of this sort.

Strongly Neutral Strongly
encourage discourage

6. How much batter or worse you feel you understand the
nature of family crises as a result of your training.

Mhch better No Mhch worse
understanding Change understanding

7. What do you think the advantages (if any) are of having
participated in this training program?

8. What do you think the disadvantages (if any) are of
having participated in this training prograza?

GiINERAL Cal LINTS:
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Client Telephone Questionnaire

First of all, we wondered what you thought c the officers
who were in your hoae the other day?

I would to ask you a few more questions, if I may.
For most ofthequ.stions there will be choices for you to
make. I will just read the choices for a question, and
they you can tell me which one best describes the way you
feel on that quesion.

1. How friendly could you say the officers were? Would you
say that:

A. they were friendly like a stranger on the street;
B. they were friendly like a neighbor;
C. they were friendly like a big brother or sister.

2. How hard do you think the officers tried to help you with
the problem that brought them? Would you say that:

A. they tried very hard to help;
B. they tried a little to help, but not auch;
C. they didnIt try to help at all.

3. How helpful did you feel the policeaen sere in settling
your problem? Alould you say that:

A. they were very helpful;
B. they %Jere a litcle.helpful, but not auch;
C. they ware not helpful at all.

4. How happy were you ,:ith the wav the policemen handled the
situation? WouLd you say *hat:

A. you were vary happy with the way they haadled the situation;
B. you think they nandled it okay.
C. you were unhappy with the way they handled it.
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5. Did the way these police officers acted in your home change
your opinion of police?

Y35 NO

If Yes,
Do you thin::

oj the police?

Lass of the police?

6. Did the policemen suggest somewhere you Aig:t go to sea
for help?.

Y1,3

If Yes, 4hera?

Did you go?

NO

NO

If No, are you still thinking of going?
Y25 NO

7. Now that the police have visited your home, would you be
more or less likely to call them back if you needed them?

HORS L3SS

8. Have you ever been to an agency like the one the officers
suggested you go to?

Y2S NO

9. Have the polic.: ever been to your house oe.fere for som.thing
like they aera t.4era for the other day?

Y2S HO

If yes, what ;11 a Jy do that time?

I want to than% you very much for helping us .pith this;
we appreciat.. your 1,21p. Goodbye.
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Patrolman's Intervention Reporx .zora

Circle wher.2 appropriate

1. Notificr:tion of dispute came via:

L.P.D. selfobserved irectad by citizen

2. Time of notiZi,-;ation was:

Nonth: 1 3 4 5 S 7 8. 9 10 11 12

Day: 1 - 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
,5 5 47 28 29 30 31

Time: 1 ; 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

3. Location:

4. Complainant(s):
Name:

Statement:

5. Dispute took place in Int.:rvention took place

-,
.% disputant's apt. or !louse X
:( other's apt. or hous X
. lobby, corridors, .1:c. X
. street X
Y recreation area X
X place of business X
.0 other X

6. Nam of Jispucants:

A.

B.

C.

Race



7. Occupation:

Profassional

White -collar

Ski11J1 wor::ar

UnskillA aorxar

HousawiLJ

Stud:..nc

Unamployad

Position:

Tenant

Visitor

Naighbor

Businessman

Other

3 C

8. Ralations.ips..alaong disputants:

A is of 3

A is of C

B is of C

9. Situation and actions taken:

When you arrivad, the parties ware:

A
Dangerously
violent

Dangerously
violent

Agitated Calm

Agitated Calm
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Dangerously Agitated
Violent

10. A. Weapon or assault on disputant(s):

Assault 'its. weapon

__Assault without weapon

rhrJat 1ith weapon

Threat ithout weapon

Kind of weapon if any

Weapon or assault on Officer(s):

Assault with weapon

Assault without weapon

Threat with weapon

Thr2at without weapon

KinJ or weapon if any

B. rugs or alcohol involved:

11. Official Action(s) taken by Officers:

ail :-"! how
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Ca 1-n

mal ref.aral

r2con-a2ndi complaint filed

niad,1 arrest

12. Impressions:

What do you think the disputants thought of the way the
situation was handled?

A : :

satisfied neuiral dissatisfied

B

satisfied neutral dissatisfied
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satisfied neutral dissatisfied

What do you think the chances the dispute will occur
again are?

....._:

practically
:

50-50 for sure
zero

13. Referrals:

Family arvl ,.:hildren's Agency X

Kentucky D:?t. of Child Welfare X

Legal 4id Society of Louisville X

Louisville General Hospital X

Metro 3oci70. SJrvicas Dept X

U of L ?sjchological Clinic X

West Central Mental Health Center X

Other X

X

X

X

X

family counseling

marital counseling

intervention for child/children

legal service

hospitalization:general/medical

hospitalization:psychiatric

alcoholisa/drug abuse intervention

welfare suosidy

vocational counseling

Other

X

X

X

X

X

X
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14. Initial actiors) taken by Office rs:

15. A. What haADJIT.Id?

B. Why do you think it happened:

16. Reporting Officors:



Location:
Number Street

Complaintant(s)

Statement:

In -Car File---
151

Apartment li Date Time

Names of disputants: Age Sex Race

(A)
Last First

(B)
Last First

(C)
Last First

Relationship(s):

A is of B

A is of C

B is of C

Number of others involved:

When you arrived, the parties were:

(A): - : : :
dangerously violent excited calm

(B):
dangerously violent excited calm

(C): : . :
dangerously violent excited calm

Weapons/assault involved:

Alcohol/drugs involved:

Patrolmen:
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APPMDIX E

Agency Letter, Referral Booklet, and ReZ2rra1 Form



UNIVERSITY ()F LOUISVILLE
IA witivitiii. K ENT( 1CKY 40208

COLLEGE (W ARTS AND SCH.:NC LS
DEPARTMENT or PSYCHOLOGY

Gentlemen:

15'3

We at the University of Louisville Psychological Clinic are pre-
sently conducting a training anci research program aimed at
teaching twelve .patrolmen of the Louisville Police Department
to intervene more successfully in family crises and domestic .
disturbances than they have in the past. We have the goal of
providing more appropriate services to families embroiled in
acute and potentially violent conflict, while at the same time
lessening the probability of injury to the officers attempting
to calm the situation. Such intervention is conceptualized as
having two facets: first, the immediate reduction of tension
and violence-potcitial, and secondly, the referral of the problem
family to appropriate agencies for professional treatment of
the problems leading to the initill crisis.

From your experience you are surely aware that although most
service agencies are over-burdened with cases, there are many
persons and families in the community which could profit from
these services but who are unaware of the availability of help
or the means to obtain it. The police, because of their unique
role in the street and community, frequently find themselves
dealing with these problem; and having insufficient information
or training to intervene successfully or to make effective refer-
rals. We are both training these twelve officers in successful
intervention techniques, and providing them with information
and a pocketsized booklet including the name, address, and a
short description of services provided (abstracted from our
knowledge and the 1969 Health and Welfare Council Directory)
for each of more than twenty local service agencies which we
feel to be most concerned with the type of problems likely to be
encountered by the Family Crisis Intervention Unit. It is our
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conviction that if these problem families can be effectively re-
ferred and rapidly accepted for services and treatment, they
will require less service-time and service expense than if their
problems are allowed to deteriorate further before gaining pro-
fessional attention; in this regard the Family Crisis Interven-
tion Unit can serve as an adjunct to the agencies in identifying
and referring appropriate cases before they become ( hronic
drains upon the agencies and the connunity:

Ycur agency is an'iong those included in our reft rral booklet,
and it-5 that you will receive referrals from the Unit
within the next six months; these cases to be dentif:ed by a
green referral slip (copy attached) or by oral recognition of
the referring officer in case the referral slip is lost. ,,We are
sure that you will deal with these and all cases as rapidly and
as effectively as possible (otherwise we would not have included
your agency as a referral possibility), but in order to determine
whether or not the program is succeeding we need feedback in-
formation regarding how many of the Unit's referrals actually
follow through for service awl assistance. Each officer will
record every referral that he makes, but we need other nicans
for determining whether or not the referred family appears for
help.

To this end we would like to contact your agency once a month
to check on how many of our referred families follow through
after the crisis intervention is completed. We would wish to
present you with a list of families referred to your agency (some
months, of course, there may be none) fur verification with
your intake records. It would be convenient if you would be
able to 'collect and return all of our referral slip, coining over
your desk. Realizing that there nriy well be administrative
problem.; involved in this procediv:e, we are eager to discuss
with you alternative methods of g.!ining this needed information
in order to minimize the inconvenience to your staff. In exchange
for your cooperation we will 1w willing to inform you of our re-
sults at the conclusion of the project, if you so desire.

We would appreciate it if you will circulate this letter .knd the
sample referral slip to all members of your staff likely to en-
counter our referred families, perhaps then posting it for con-
tinued access by your staff. We would be happy to hear from you
(at 636-4577) regarding alternative means of gathering follow-
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up information, or just to discuss the program with you more fully.
Thank you for your consideration and cooperation.

Sincerely,

James P. Block
Clinic Staff Member

JPB:cd

Enclosure



LOUISVILLE POLICE CRISIS INTERVENTION PROJECT

REFERRAL INFORMATION

Following is a list of agencies capable of handling referrals, with
Information about services offered end eligibility requirements.
Make sure you 111 fill out a referral slip end record the referral for
follow -up purposes and (21 be spsciflc in your description of the
services to be provided-

*Alen's° lice Anonymous - 582.1849
Group self-halp for alcoholics and their
families. Voluntary contributions.

Bridgehaven, Inc. - 637.1454
Non-residential vocational and social
rehabilitation for individual, who have
experienced psychiatric difficulties.
Sliding scale.

Bureau of Rehabilitation Services
Department of Education

Evaluation, counseling, training, and lob
piedmont for physically and mentally
handicapped persons. Applications taken
on Mondays.

The Catholic Charities Agency - 587-0948, 584-0949
Treatment and social services for 809 S. Brook St.
Catholic families, unwed mothers, end Louisville, 40203
children. Adoption and foster-care
program. Sliding scale.

Child Guidance Clinic - 584-9701
Diagnostic end treatment services for Louisville, 40202
emotionally disturbed children and their
families. Emergency service for crisis
intervention L ring weitkuj list Sliding
scale.

319 W Jefferson St
Louisville, 40202

1423 S Fourth St.
Louisville, 40208

585-5911. ext. 320

600 W. Cedar St
Louisville, 40203

208 E. Chestnut St.

Domestic Relations and Miscellaneous Branch
Municipal Court

Jurisdiction in marital and family
difficulties and neighbor cod quarrels.

"Family and Children's Agency - 583-1741
Counseling for marital problems,
parent-child difficulties, individual
emotional adjustment, and all types of
problem affecting the family or its
members. Sliding scale.

HELP Office - 7.83-7727, 583-7728
Effective rear ale of individuals and
families to aspr Triad agencies. Pastoral
counseling, limited emergency financial
aid; no fees.

Home of the Innocents - 585.2713
Short-term are for children between the
ages of six weeks and six years, in ones
of maternal illness or acute family crisis.
Sliding sidle.

Jewish Social Service Agency 587-0774
Providing casework services to Jewish
families and individuals regarding
personal and family problem. Financial
assistance.

of Louisville

City Hall Annex
Louisville, 40202

1115 Garvin Place
Louisville, 40203

321 W. Oak St.
Louisville, 40203

202 E. Chestnut St.
Louisville, 40202

118 S. Second St.
Louisville, 40202
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' Kentucky Deportment . if thild Welfare 584.8351
T o provide r asewink and protective
services to rtulrlren and families, 981 S Third St
investigate nail abuse cases. counsel Louisville 40203
unwed mothers. and iwovide casework
services to iiivende delinquents and their
families No fees

Kentuckv Department of Economic Security. Flurt*u of Public
Assistance - 585.5911

Financial and medics; assistance, and SOO W Ceder St.
Food Stamp distribution. No fees. Louisville. 40203

'Kentucky Department of Economic Security, Division of
Employment Service 585 5911

Votatiinel counseling and testing, fob eoo W. Cedar St.
Placer.int No fees Louisville. 40203

Kantucky Department of Mental Health. Central State Hospital
245.4121

Diagnosis, treatment, end rehabilitation
of indivIdusb with psychiatric problems. 40223

' Levi Aid Society of Louisville - 585-2387
Legal advice and services, and court 422 W. Liberty St.
representation provide-4 to those unable Louisville. 40202to afford private counsel. Domestic
difficulties, debt adjustment. juvenile,
and civil cases handled. No fees, but
family income must be less than $40.00
per week plus $10.00 per dene ent, no
advice given over the telephone.

Anchorage, Kentucky

Long Run Association of Baptists - 587-6735
Family, child, and individual counseling
and social services available, in addition
to day -are services for children Sliding
scale.

400 E. Chestnut St.
Louisville, 40202

West Central (Louisville Areal Mental Health Center 584-2204
(After 500 p.m., 584-2203)

Group and individual treatment of
psychiatric complaints, family fhafflPy,
and diagnostic services. Sliding sale.

'Louisville General Hospital - 582-1621
Emergency medical treatment, in-patient
and out-patient services in all specialties
of medicine. Sliding scale.

'Metropolitan Social Services ()evert want - 589.3060
Providing emergency financial assistance
to residents ul Jeffersul, County.
casework services for neglected or
delinquent children and their families,
pretrial court services (including family
studies, psychological diagnosis and
evaluation) for Juvenile Court,
residential shelter end treatment for
neglected and delinquent children.

Psychological Clinic, University of Louisville
Diagnostic services regarding
Psychological problems, behavior
modification, family and marital
therapy Sliding sole for therapy, fixsd
fee of 575.00 for diagnostic work.

'Suicide Prevention Service. Inc 584 2203
Telephone emergency counseling, round
the clock, in addition to referral services

1123 South Third St.
Louisville, 40203

323E. Chestnut St.
Louisville. 40202

520 W. Jefferson St.
Louisville. 40707

636-4577

103 Life Sciences
Belknap Campus
Louisville. 40208

1123 S. Third St.
Lou. sville. 40203
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v

To:

Agency:

Louisville Police Department
Family Crisis Intervention Program

Date:

Address:

Telephone:

This will introduce:
Mr. (s)

Address:

who has expressed' interest in using the services offered by
your agency.

Officer:
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APPaNDIX G

Sample Simulation
and

Field Int,:rvention Reports



Simulation No. 1

Team C

151

J. Hughes
J. Sherrard

As we were approaching the doorway to an apartment in
a low income neighborhood, we could hear loud and profane
talk coming from inside the apartment. When wa got to the
door, we did not hear any signs of a confrontation that
would have :lade us enter the apartment by th use of force.
We knocked on the door and heard a voice inside shout "shut
up, someone is knocking on the door." 4 waited a moment
and when no one answered we knocked again. This was on
for two (2) reasons, one being that you lo not know what
you will confront if you open the door ani eale< in and,
second, by getting someone to %nswer the _;eor you take
one person oue of the argument for ter 2

When th.2 loor 'as opened, we notice) four (4) people
inside the a?arti.e.ne, a fat sloppy nale in a drunken con-
dition, a bleached blond in slacks, bloese and a scarf
on her head, a teenage male in a purple unfrsLirt, flare
pants and sandals, and the teenage girl tlit had answered
the door.

We as...)-the teenage girl if she had called the police
and what was the trouble. Before she could answer, the
fat male shouted that they didn't call the, police and that
there was no croubl.. He then started to argue with the
blond and teenage nale. Thu girl that had answered the
door asked us in stating that they needed help. Before
we entered the vortment, we looked through the crack
between the door and door facing to be sure no one was
behind the door. As we entered the apartment, Officer
Sherrard stepped to the left of the door and I, Officer
Hughes, stepped to the right. We had determined while
standing in the doorway that the older male was the main
cause of the argument. Officer Sherrard by talking to him
got him separated from the rest of the people and into
the living room for the purpose of listening to his side
of the problem. The mother began to show, ac her children
as tc who called and what were the polic2 doing in her
home without a warrant. The mother than began shouting
at me and ordering me to leave. When I maj.! no effort to
go, she stare.:d co berate me about my ag_, seating that
I was too old to o'a on the police feree aa_, 4hy wasn't
I drawing iy 01: ag2 pension. It seaael to shoe': her
when I r,:2us.21 to argue with her about tis r.lference to
my age. After 10 years on the force, this kind of verbal
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abuse does not botn_r me. The mother continued to berate
me and shouc her children while walking around the kitchen.
At this point I stated, "Let's all sit down and talk like
humans and not act like animals." This was a mistake
referring to anie.ls because the mother took offense to
it and started shouting, "X am not an animal." Tha daughter
succeeded in getting her mother quiet and to sit mown at
the kitchen table where she and her brother were already
sitting. The mother then went to the table and sat down.
At this point I removed my hat and asked permission to
sit down and talk. After sitting down I asked what was
the cause of this argument and requested that only one
person talk at a time.

The mother spoke first, stating that ti , older man
who was not her husband but with whom s:!, L.Ls living, but
made a point of informing me that as soon as 11J got a job
they were going to gat married, came h-lae drum: and started
to pick on her children. The son sat at -Lie kitchen table
not saying anything about the problea but trying to rie',
his mother to stc' shouting and abusing because he was
afraid she :ould be arrested. The dauDhcar then started
to tell her side of the problem and att!.apted to get us
to take tha older an out of the apartment. The mother
became very angry at the daughter for trying to get us to
take the man frol the apartment, thinking she was trying
to get us arres him. While I was trying to explain
to the daugnter that we couldn't take the man out of the
apartment aitbout a 'arrant and attempting to talk her out
of getting one, stating that a warrant was only a temporary
solution to a problem, the mother interrupted by offering
me a drink from a half-full bottle of gin. I refused,
but she insisted and I made another mistake by refusing
in a positive way that I did not drink on or off duty.
I should have stated that I did not drink on duty and asked
for a cup of coffee. I then attempted to give the daughter
advice on what to do about the older man's drinking problem.
I advised her to get him to go to the proper people for
help or that she could go through General Hospital's Aental
Department. At this time, Officer Sherrard entered the
kitchen with the older man and informed the rest of the
people involved in the problem that we were going to take
him to General Hospital for medical treatment for his
nerves, which he had told Officer Sherrard ,:as the cause
of his drinking.

The moti,.:r started crying and shouting, "Don't trust
them, (the Police), they are going to arrest you." After
assuring har that e were taking him to enerl Hospital
and not to jail, wa left the apartment an this ended our
part of the lort(shop.



Simulation No. 1
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J. Oxley

R. Parsons

After being ad:litted into the apart:ant ve observed
four poopla, appearing to be a man, his wila, a teenage
son, and a teenage daughter. The apartlient :yas a mass,
tha table. Lad been upset, and the family was engaged in
a violent arguaent. The an and the boy were engaged in
a fight. ThQ daughter was hysterical and crying; the mother
kept repeating that there was no trouble here.

We triad to get control of the situation. Officer
Oney separated the boy and the man and asked the daughter
and the son co wan into the living room. The woman and
the man, with whom she was living, remained in the kitchen
with Officer Parsons. The woman was upset and became very
belligerent to the officers from the time they arrived.

Officer Oney got the boy and the girl to sit down in
the living room and subsequently calmed them down. The
officer asked them what was going on and from what tha two
said the man had been living with them for 8 months; he
did not work, he stayed drunk constantly. The mother
worked at Jeffy's Restaurant about 14 hours a day. The
son was 19 years old, did not attend school, and did
not work. The daughter was 17 years of age.

The daughter said that the man had made advances
toward her and the boy was taking up for her when we arrived.

The son anel the daughter said that th.4 wanted the
man out of their apartment and everything eould be okay.
The mother wanted the man to stay.

We explained to the daughter and daa son that there
was very /Attie that we could do, but 47J would do what we
could to help Them and that they would lave to help them-
selves sonewhat. We asked the daughter if she had told
her mother about the man's advances toward her and if she
had talked this over with her mother. We also advised
her since she eas 17 years old that she could go to Juvenile
Court and if she cold us the entire situation that it
would help hor.

We explained to the son that if the situation did
not improve that he could go to the Police Court Clerk
Office and take out a warrant for the man for beating,
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but before h..: did so that he should talk this over with
his mother any let her know what was going on while she
is at work.

To keep them from fighting again after we left, we
asked the man to leave as we did and asked him not to
return for a .::tile, giving everyone involved a chance to
calm down.

We feel that the actors did a very good job, maybe
too good, as they knew they would not be arrested and we
had more trouble getting them calmed doan than it takes in
most cases.

If we had to do the act over, we believe we would do
it about tho same way as we did before. I, (Parsons),
would have taken advantage of the mother's getting mad
at Oney 'and the fact that she would not talk to MJ. I

should have done a better job on this one case, or I
should have tried to do a better job.

I, (Oney), should not have said anytaing to the
mcther about the man's advances toaard the ,..:F..ughter until
the mother was calmed down enough to reason with.



Simulation No. 2

Team F
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R. Parsons
J. Onay

We oere called to an apartment on a loud party.
After W2 perulittad to enter the apartment, we found

that there wer.: black males, 4 black females, and 1

white male. All seamed to be teenagers. After some time,
we found that the one black male who rented the apartment
was 18 years of age. We tried for some time to gain control
of the situation, but found that it was impossible. After
the white youta passed out on the floor of the apartment
from what appeared to be the effects of glue, and after

glue, gin and possibly marijuana was found in the apart-
ment, we felt that our only hope to gain control and also
to maybe help these people was in the form of arrest.
This we did and took everyone to headquarters where we
turned the juveniles over to the Youth Bureau and arrested
the people over 18 years of age. We feel that in this
situation we would take the same action if we had it to
do over. The acting was ample but left something to be
desired.
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Gimulation No. 2

Team B J. Brown
J. A. Beckman

Upon ant.:ring the scene we observed a group of 6
youths: 1 adult an 7 juveniles.

The females were extremely cooperative, but we couldn't
communicate with on.; and/or two of the males.

There were at least four (4) major violations that
were extremely obvious, and although we di- arrest the
group, in reality we probably would have.

We should have discussed the problem between ourselves
and taken an appropriate action.

In reality we should have taken the juveniles to Youth
Bureau and charged the adult accordingly.

This probably would have been the only Jay to get
complete control and maintain it, plus, by placing them
under arrest it would be the only way to g.t theu treat-
ment.



Simulation No. 3

Team A
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Ansman
M. Lawless

The most realistic situation of the three that we
encountered. Gave you a feeling of being able to accomplish
something constructive. You were not the scapegoat of
the situation. You were only acting as a calming ingredient
to soothe and recommend an agency that could possibly alle-
viate the problems in this family -with their cooperation.

As we entered the apartment after being admitted by
approximately a ten year old female who stated, "That's
the woman who drew a knife on my mother" and pointed to
a lady sitting on the northwest corner of a couch.

At this time, we concluded there was a hostile attitude
between the child (Gail) and the lady (Helen) due to their
argumentative tendencies toward one another.

After a short period of time, we ascertained that the
father (Marty) was passive mostly by his actions of sitting
down by his own mctivation and not gutting actively involved.
The main problem then being a separation of -Le disputants,
the child and tha aunt. The mother (Sally) did not seem
that argumentatiya so it seemed feasible to not separate
hex. It also seemed feasible to let the aunt remain seated
and not attempt to move her to another locati,. This left
getting the chili aside so as to stop the-blot...ring between
her and the aunt.

Using several means of separation and obtaining as
much information as possibly, we then got the individuals
together as a group and recommended Family and Children's
Agency to work with them in group therapy. Also we got
each individual to promise to attend, enlisting the father's
cooperation in:that endeavor.

I

Left them with the feeling we wanted to help and to
call us if they needed us again.

We would have handled the problem most generally the
same in a realistic situation under the same elements.

Note: We felt that the child needed discipline but didn't
want to encounter another obstacle by entering this. Also
that there was more involvement but did not want a complete
history.



Simulation No. 3
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R. Parsons
J. Oney

After being admitted into the house .a./ a lady which
appeared to ba is liar Z.,te 40's, W2 ooserved 3 other
persons, a an in his late 40's, a girl in her 20's, and
a younger girl age believed to be tite granddaughter.

The lady that invited us in explained to us that her
daughter and son-in-law has had a fight. (son-in-law)
had whipped the child and the son-in-law as on his way
over to g:.t C:2e.daughter and grandchild. And the grand-
daughter aas by a prz_vious marriage. The daughter then
stated that he not whip the child; he only shook her.
And the reason for the fight way that s1* had found out
he had lost his job.

After getting the family quieted dean and seated,
through the dr.rm came the son-in-law. Another argument
started between the son-in-law and father-in law; we separ
ated them. Officer Parsons took the son-in-law into the
kitchen. Officer Oney remained in the livingroom with the
rest of the family. After getting the situation quieted
down, the daughter joined Officer Parson and her husband
in the kitchen. The grandchild remained on the couch
with her grandmother and the child seem2d quite upset.

After talking to the son-in-law and daughter, we
suggested to the son-in-law he should go to the Unemploy-
ment office to see': help in finding employ-lent of his
ability, which 11e agreed to do. A referral slip was given.
After explaining to them this was a Zanily _latter, we
suggested they consult with the . family and '..;:i14ren's
Agency, and -could call so they wouli be exeected, which
they agreed to do the following day. I% r3eerral slip was
given.

At this pain', the daughter, son-in-law and grandchild
wanted to go OU,:. Tli.:: grandparents felt the child should
stay with then. After we talked to the grandparents suggest-
ing they make an appointment with the Family and Children's
Agency, felt th ere was not enough undprstanding between
the grandparents and son-in-law. We left feeling that all
parties would follow through with the referral, with maybe
one exception, the grandfather.
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On the Street Intervention 7-2.-7)

Officer J. Hughes
Officer J. Sherrar-1

Receive: call to 140 Court to SQa t1 la4. Upon
arrival we were met at the door by a la2y who stated she
wanted us to tall-. to her husbanl.

When t1 ,.. laiy started to tell 11:1r stoi?, r. recogni.:2J
this as being th. run that 303 had ma 3e to South Third
on 7-21-70 4,2 let Ars. C. tell her si.la o the story
again but lid not let her go into too many details being
as she had alrady told her story to this unit.

We lot 'pir. c. tell his side of the problem, and it
seemel his version was that his wife drank, refused to
stay home an' allays wanted to spend money when there
was none.

After informing them of the unit and our functions,
we got them both to admit that drinking was the problem
and got them to promise to contact Family an0 Children's
Agency for an appointment and not to continue the argument,
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On the Street Intervention 7-e--70

Offica:. R. Parsons
Officer J. Oney

We receive.: a run to 4017 T. Joulevar. on trouble.
We were mat by a lady at the front d( 1r, UND stated that
her husbani, J/57, had taken a large amount of
pills, and hal called his sister to tall her good-bye.
We found Clyla in the front room and after talking to him
found that )1a taken some pills and also had drank
a half pint 3Z whi:%ey. 'la found out from his wife,
Mildren, ;r/3,:), that he had done the ease thing about a
year ago. Al,? took Mt. B to General Hospital for treat-
ment and also charged him with D.C. We found out from
talking to his wife that he had had a stroke about 2
years ago .and that he has been very depressed ever since.
We found out that ha was a paint and body man before his
illness and that h. took pride in his work. This was
Mk. B's second narriage and that his 27 year old son
came by the house, and that they often want fishing together.
After talking to Mrs. B for some time, ova found out that
Mr. B knew ha needed; help and had tri,d 4-- yet in Central
State, but was refused because of his con_ition, not able
to do work at Central State. Mrs. B was sure that he
would accept help if it were offered, so we gave him a
referral to West Central Mental Health ,a.iter, and toll
her to talk to her husband as coon as 112 released
from General :spital and before ha startai drinking again.
She said sha ,ould. We also toll her that she needed
any help or Li: Jr. d wanted to know awry about this agency,
to give us a call and wa would be glad to Delp in any
way w2 coul .J Zeal that if his drinking problem is
stopped an ! that he is able to get sole type of employment,
that this may solve this family crisis.
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L41 c._ Straat Intervention 7-21-70

Officer J. Anslan
Officar A. Lawless

While aesign21 to 3aat 307, the at-ove Officers responded
to a call frog Car 320 Lt. Kipar to me_c Car 305 Officers
Caswell and Griffith along side M Pawn Shop, this being on
South 4th Si;reet.

On our arrival, we observed apoung woman and a small
child sitting in a Rambler station wagc.n being interviewed
by the Off icar out of Car 305. Officer Griffith gave
Officer Lawless a partial rundown of the facts and Officer
Caswell remarked, "I will let you college boys hanila this."
They then left. We continued to interview the young woman,
and wa asked to sit down by her in her car. AZter getting
into the car, we ascertained that her name was Toni, W/F/27,
and that she lived at 3932 R with her husband, Tracy, ani
4 year old son, Jimmy.

She explained that sha had left hoax aftar her husband
came home drunk and hed threatened tha youag bol by grabbing
for him across the table and had also statei h2 was going
to kill her. Getting more facts we fowl: they had ban
married for six years. That this happen 2i before in Chicago,
Illinois, andot::ar locations. That she haJ lived with him
two (2) years prior to marriage. Thac boci have previous
rriages. Shy hai been pregnant at the t.-1,2 of their

r.arriage. That sha ha0 never taken a aarrant in any of
these incid2nts of his beating her. Also his relatives
had been living in their four (4) room homy for the past
eight (3) uonths using his support, creating a situation
between her an.1 him. That his drinking problem had inten-
sified due to thsa conditions. That ha seamed less respon-
sive to her sinc.. their arrival. We also found that for
approximately sixteen (lb) months after their arrival
in Louisville that they had fair personal relations. That
he was a goof provider. After getting her to admit this
wasn't a one -sidal affair, that she in herself was not
perfect, we asked if there, was any possible way she could
get her husband to admit and comply with the fact that
they both need hlp. Wa explained we were a Family Unit
within the Police Department. Our immediate concern was
not arrest but of help and providing help to resolve their
problems. We recommended Family and Children's Agency at
1115 Garvin Place, gave her a referral slip to that agency,
explained its functions to her and also gave her a panphlat
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showing her the functions. Due to the situation of trans-
portation, we advised har to call and that they might
possibly send someone to her hone to confer with her.

She seemed extremely interested in our advise and gave
us an indication that she would call and seak help. Though
she admittl he.: "love" had dwindled for lier husband, she
said that if possible she wanted to kaa? tilx marriage
intact.

The reason we didn't talk to the ausb.::n.; aas :jug to
his being uniar the influence. But li' suggest that
after she arriv..; home if more troubl2 Javelopa.! to call
us and we would be glad to come .rid talk co both of them
together.

All in all, she seemed very responsive and gave us
the impression sna was more satisfied than when we had
originally a..!(.. 1..er. It gave us a feeling that we had
accomplish21 sane success in our contact.
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June 30, 1970

July 8, 1970

Summer, 1970

Two news spots
One interview spot

Jan. 14, 1971

Jan. 15. 1971
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A Family Explodes
Ind a team of officers aets a etv kind of training

I

OFFICERS John A. Beckham. left, and
James N. Brown work with actors Joe
Hardy and Susan Kingsley in (-Arnim.; .r
realistically staged family dispute. The

By JOHN FIT IATREAD
(maker-Journal Sfill WOW

The police entered a potentially ex
plosive situation Four fianlic persons
were engaged in a furious f a to t l v
squabble.

Gloria, a fortsh waitr :s holding
down two jobs, kid been berating her
common-law husband, Lim- unemployed
now for about two years and usually
drunk. Gloria's son, Buddy. had Jost
revealed to her that Lon had molested
her daughter. Betty.

All hell had broken loose. Lo., on-
tinued to down great gulps of gill A
bottle of Pepto-Bisaml stood on the table
in case of emery, yews FA en body raved.
E% erybody cursed.

Family Disputes Mean Danger

Lou had sprayed beans all m er the
floor, displeased because they were told
Now he cursed the heat, wiped his suteait
brow with a rag, and scuttled as the No
policemen entered the tenement apart-
ment.

The policemen were apprchensne. and
with good cause the FBI says 22 per
cent of all police on duty fatalities
wive family or neighborhood disputes.

Apprehensive even though they knew

Mali rheas by IIIII Luster

performance is nionitored from behind
one-way glass and a vicleo-tap recorder,
foreground, preserves the session for
review by the participants

the (mist:4e.! of four profes-
sional Alms

(Inc of the Welt( n who entered die
apartment. James N t .1 Negro

other_lohn A Beekman, is %%lte.
"You grt hell out of my hoop"

tam la relied at Brown -You're not fit
far ant thin.: but picking cotton,- She told
her wen. "It's had enough that he's a pig.
but tie's a MAI- pig:" She added a ho-i
of more salty rat :A

Brown made Lon sal dna., and stop
shouting. Noshed Ins arms and smiled at
Gloria Beckman tried to separate Lou
Iron' the test of the family.

But Lou got up again and pointed at
Beekman, ' Ile's got his Huh on han he
sit eamed. het a for business

Before the ..sas ove:, n had
cajoled pionose from Lou that he would
go In All emphas ney to see about
gettne: oink Beekman had calmed the
rest of the Omni:. enough to he Confident,
at least, that no mordets would be cum
milted

Later, Berkman said of the visit, "i feel
like a lost ball.- Brown commented
simply, "This was one of those cases

where to situation's the same after you
leave

The squabblers in- the feud were only
pt, acting But the policemen were real-
l& members of the Louisville Police
NI:ailent. participating with in
a tom-week program designed to enable
them to hotline pecsonal and family al.
telt without h ing I he situation
e:en

A bit of fiction, however, can conic
mar to te,elttr rf it's close enough
copy

taoria to reality Lynne Hardy, an
actress in esetil/y performing at Beef 'n'
Boards in Simpsonvillerame to Brown
Liter ititL a teal-life apology

"I want to apologire," she said. "But
they told me to do it. they told me to do
it Ito; 1 t ould't get you heated up."

-1 null ioter do it that way," Brown
ansii'ni'e! milt it smile, adding that an
officer leirns In take a lot of verbal
abuse Beekman wasn't so NOM

"I was wady to hit Ion." he claimed
with a smile

('rime Commission Is Sponsor

esterilay's was the first mock.battle
workshop session held as part of the
"crisis intervention training" program
at the Von ersdy of Louisville. Each of
Si. teams of volunteer policemen was
called on to handle the same problem
as smoothly as possible. Their per for.
mance:: were recorded on video.tape.



The program, being held at the uni
versity's psychological clinic under the
direction of, Dr. Robert :Meyer, clinic
director, and Dr. James Driscoll a staff
member, is financed by a S27.000 fed-
eral grant administered through the
Kentucky Crime Commission and by
about $75,000 in state and local money.

Driscoll said yesterday that the Crime
(:ommission has been the "prime mover"
in the project, and that the university
chose to administer it as a public
service. lie added that the support of
Louisville Police Chief Col. C. J. Hyde
has been invaluable.

The policemen in the course range in
"age from 23 to about 50 and have been

policemen one to 20 years. Two arc
Negro. Six are front the 3rd District
(roughly, in southern Louisville), four
are from the 2nd (central), and two
from the 4th (western I.

The actors and actresses enlisted to
do battle were Lynne and Joe Hardy
(Lou) and Michael Anthony (Buddy)
horn Beef 'n' Boards, and Susan Kings-
ley (Betty) of Actors Theatre of Louis-
ville. They were rounded up by David
Scmoniii, production :,(age manager for
ATL.

Brown and Beckman young officers
who had never worked together before,
were the second team on yesterday's
agenda. The first, made up of John
Ansman and Marvin Lawless, have been
on a beat together for four years.

The professional .performance of Ares-
man and Lawless was smoother and more
practiced, honed by many nights together
in similar tenements with similarly tor-
tured persons.

Ansman was initially direct in dealing
with Lou: "If you do rain.. down
going to hae to do hing I on't
want to do and tart's kee violent." Later,
Ansman gave Lou his last cigar--then,
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JOE HARDY. nn actor, plays out his role in a
family spat as Louisville Patrolman James N.
Brown tries to calm him.

finally, referred him to Alcoholics Anony-ous.
Lawless sat without a word for a while.

then pleaded quietly, "1 think everything
will be fine if we just talk together."

After some 45 minutes. the whole
bunch was getting pretty :sociable. Gloria
offered the officers a drink, got very
nasty when they refused it. Lou continued
o mumble about "Alcoholics Animus."

Absolutely incorrigible, that man.
During all this, U of L psychologists

sat behind a one-way glass partition in
an adjoining room, taping the whole thing
and jotting down notes. Today, the offi-
cers will receive a critique of their
performances while viewing themselves
on videotape.

It took Brown and Beckman just as
long as the first team to calm the storm,
and Dr. Driscoll laughed with Ansman
and Lawless in the monitoring room us
the time dragged on.

"They said 'We'll probably be out in
10 minutes,'" Driscoll told them. "They
were la* ,hing at you alt for being in
there so long."

The third team to try the problem was
comprised of Jack Hughes, a 20-year
veteran on the force, and Jim Sherrard,
once named best-dressed man on the
force. They've worked together for twoyears.

The four policemen who had finished
their sessions rocked the waits of the
room with laughter when Gloria stremed
the graying Ilughes cold with the ques-

Lion. "Aren't you collecting an old-agepensin?"
Lefore very long. ho, ver, Hughes Was

sitting comfortably at the kitchen table,
talking to Lou. Their session lasted onlyabout 20 minutes.

Hughes iv Sherrard chose to take
Lou to Gene,. l'espital, so doctors could
check on a .ervous condition" he
claimed to have

Hughes later said he thinks the pro-
grain is a good one. "It brings out thefact that this is a very serious problem
in the community," he said. "Usually,
a policeman thinks about this type ofcall as a 'necessary evil.'

Ho said the future success of the of-
ficers trained in the program "depends
upon the amount of cooperation we get
from the rest of the department."

Modeled After New York Program

The expel imental program is modeled
after a New York City project started
last year by Dr. Morton Bard, a psycho-
logist at City College of New York, who
came to Louisville as a consultant for the
U of L project.

The U of L staff decided to add the
video-taping to Bard's program to give
the officers greater feedback oil their
performance. The drama and video-
taping sessions are managed by Carlton
Riddiek, a clinician at the university and
a clinical psychologist at the Presbyterian
Theological Seminary.
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12 Policemen Learning How

to Calm Family Spats

By STAN MACDONALD
cowit.iournii SIGH WNW

Twelve voliniteer Loui.,% We policemen
Yesterday tieg.in a ffiiiiWeek rolire to
help them de.0 efteetitely with domeste
and neighborhood disputes

Ilopefulb. the officers will learn how
to peacefully calm personal mivabble.
without adding f're't to the fire and how
to provide the "limited hell
in resolving then conflict.

The program ratted -crisis interven
tion training. 1, belie% ed to be the set.
and of its k:lt in the nation. Its being
held at the t oisersit3 of 1,0111.vitle rs%
chological Colic iirithr the direction or

Dr. Robert Meyer, clinic director. and
Dr James Driscoll, a clinic staff member.

The -highly experimental" program
is tieing financed b} a $27,000 federal
grant administered through the KentuckyCrime Control Commission and by about
S75.000 in state and local money.

I; is modeled after a New York City
pro jet t started last year by Pr. Morton
Bard, a psychologist at City College ofNew York

The 12 Louisville officers at the mien-
tiwon class yesterday ranged in age from
23 to about SO. Two were Negro and 10
white.

Driscol: the majority of a pollee-
new training m will be ti sockdisputes staged actors fr
vine's Actors Theatre. Paired icemen
will he called upon to settle tti. 'raging"
theatrics while videotape cameras record
their actions.

To provide more lasting help, the
policemen will learn about a host of local
social agencies to which they can refer
disputants for professional guidance.

At the end of the program, Driscoll
:.nd his staff will go with the officers on
actual trouble calls in the city. For one
year or more the policemen will be asked
to compile data on the disputes they

man's time i5 spent dealing with prob-lems of personal relationships suck as
disputes between husband and wife, ten-
ant and landlord, neighbor and neighborand parent and *I1(ous t10R Or
daughter.

The .FBI reported that interventionin domestic and neighborhood disputesaccounts for 22 per cent of police fa-talities (while on duty). Driscoll said.
Freque "ly in these conflicts arrests premade ...c1 warrants issued, yet the root
cause remains unresolved and the ten-filets repeat themselves, he added.

Perhaps the most unusual pat of the
handle and this will hr compared withthe record of an untrained grotip of
policemen. Driccoll said

The tel e polo-tone) be .1.
Ne.tned to the 3141 it h.I ot.is% st !loch cittait.,
a aric of housiit.4 : n.1 nz condition,

If the progi am is Nuer.,ftil
and Meyer hope that it tilt be -newporaiea into police trAining whim' ter
continued at. the limy.;

"We ir.u:1 learn we 11.. l to ( aangi:
Pohee Cue( Cot. C. Ile !`,atnees yesterday



small motorcycle rapped out of a
Imlay ulle) and laded away into the
whering shadows of a young night. The
min bent over the handlebars wore a
other jacket acid a World Wm 1 helmet
001 kept his long hair out of his eyes.

An elderly woman, retrieving het ese-
ling paper. paused to watch him

a her tles was a look of disgust for
that she considered to he just nothei
(ming punk out looking lot tioublc.

I he )oung man on the inoloic)ele Was
ook mg For trouble all right - -the kind
hat could prevent the woman Isom he-
:timing a victim of a clime. The kid on
he bike tt as a lull-Iledged in_mhei 01
he lonist ilk Police Deparimeot as-

,igned to a special unit that roams the
aty's high-crime areas,

1 his special, fast-moving police unit
Was formed by Police Chid C. J. Hyde
and City- Safety Director lieorge Burton
shortly alter Burton became civilian head
al the department 11 months ago,

The idea is to have a group of police-
men who.se actions are completely un-
predictable. thus keeping the underworld
off balance.

The men in this special unit do not
know what role they will play until they
actually report for work each evening.
According to Burton the men may he
dressed as hippies or even as women.
They may be moving around the city on
motor bikes or even tricycles. Their as-
signment is decided each night by a com-
puter that analyses the city's crime pic-
ture on a day-to-day basis. Where the
computer spots a concentration of crime
--that's where the special force of de-
tectives will go to work that night.

The project apparently is showing
good results. In a recent speech, Louis--
ville's Mayor Frank Burke noted that
the work on this special unit has reduced
reported crimes in specially-selected
areas by us much as 89 per cent.

Since then, the I.ouisville & Jefferson
County Crime Commission has come up

with boat stanstiLs Ilia! the

nsel sill atone late thiongliol 1 oinsillt
is showing .1 modest. hot pionitsig, tit:-
us:ow what the Commission tattled a

omit;
1it..11 statislas ale iiiiistt to

eats. sl a ht, he seems 10 sat wail a
hioati gi. I. mat he it s heoning to pay
off What ilinkni is talking about is Ins
et thents, one that stiesses a soLiologi

tat pploaLli to t.tinuol cillte III

es t't Lianging society
Hinton and Hyde ale tv.ti men St 110

sue not Lonietil with the old St at til do-
ing things MIL% ate not af ;t1 iotk
the l'slahlisliment's hoat and make a

lets wanes het...wise the% behest: in %%hal
the) ate dimly -1 lieu viests hones ei.
aid not dialed ht es el% member of the
Am:talent In !act. 'lief e has been a

deal 0I IC..141.110.! 10 t.1.11Ige

.1111011: the teteran, haid-nosed
Polit.emen

Hinton aignis that tradilional poke
soak has licen essentially physiL.,11

Its adds, wL. .0e in .1 changing soLiely
,nth poliog has to change with it

tici 92 Po t.cht tit the holies put in
lit toda)*. oolft.t.,11C11. leas Will says, nt

tolhes tlealoog %%, social plohicim
pet toll 01 it r'icemaii s lime

lotl.1%, he sans, 's silent in the liatItlional
Loin.ein of t.hsing etiminals.

I 01 cs.unple. B011011 say,. I ontssille
N1[01110 aic tattled to settle domestic
squabbles. in lush sttk and mimed to
hospitals and to unsnarl the Lit) s evei-
mountig %ohmic of Iralhe Longeslion
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ONE MAN'S OPINION
401, July 27-23, 1970

Crisis Intervention: "It works!"
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.
The police car pull ug-to the 'cure, and one BOB SCHULMAN

of the officers shouted at Pre!. C. J. Amster of the
University of Louisville psychology faculty. ey, doc!" the cop 'yelled
delightedly. "it worked. It 11.:'tlif:d!"

The officer was one of 13 who just last week completed a ny
six-week course in how better to deal with family fights and neigh-
boyhood brawls. Prof. Amster has been on the faculty team, led by t'
of L psychologist Robert Meyer. And the cop's happy, curbside report
reflected the fact that, already, he and ;I;e; partner had been able to
apply, with great result, their newly -1 earned :,.,,chniques of what's tarn
called "crisis intervention."

Don't let the tame words fool you. IC Lhe feedback from the first
13 "crisis intervention" officers continues as good as it's been those
first few days; it could promise one major step toward peace-keeping
and crime-prevention. For it would reflect a breakthrough in dealing
with the situations that (mme over th police radio with deceiving
mildness as "family trouble", "a disturbance"... but often are, in fact,
hot spots of tension that consume up to 40 per cent of a policeman's
time, constitute the single biggest cause of homicides, and in the past
have led to many an of death or injury.

The Louisville course, .financed partly through the local Crime
Commission with federal dollars, has been patterned after New York's
crisis-intervention program, begun almost four years ago, But the U of
L faculty have given the course here a more practical turn, the in partic-
ular avoided the mistakes of a "sensitivity" effort that turned most cops
off two years ago.

In the class sessions, professional actors staged mock brawls
into which the cop students intervened, while the others watched on
closed-circuit TV and then joined in evaluation. Later, the participating
university faculty accompanied officers in actual squaa car runs.

Today, members of that first class say they dig the techniques
of separating and talking separately to a man and wife angrily about to
do each other in. They have a better insight into the psychology of
white-heat anger and insults. And when a wife beaten by her alcoholic,
jobless husband asks an officer what to do, the cop can do more than
just congest police time and court dockets by saying, "Well lady, get
a warrant." Now, the especially-trained officers know more about the
clinics and agencies ready to take such people in hand, for a try short
of court and jail.
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Crisis-intervention training is but one of man encouraging
programs started in Louisville since Police Chici C. J. Hyde's prof ssional"smarts" have been augmented by those of FBI veteran George Burton asPublic Safety Director. A !Tecial complaint desk now sees to it that cops
making disturbance runs get a better idea of what's awaiting Lh9m. Mean-time, other efforts toward professionalism enhance policing, as a careerfor black and white men with healthy IQ's and a good mixture of (juts and
compassion.

From a few stick-in-the-mud sources, Burton and Hyde got some
complaints when they detached the first 13 crisis-interventionists from
regular duty, long enough to take the couise. But they think it's a whale
of an investment. I agree. Don't you?

Bob Schulman.... One Man's Opinion
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Officer: We're 'Sold

Domestic Crisis
Unit Is Endorsed

By DICK HAMMERSTROld
Neal Staff Writer

Three 'Louisville policemen
brought -personal testimony to
Charlotte today that a police
family crisis intervention unit
can be thetestful.

"We're sold on it, said Pa
trolman John Beckman of the
Louisville Police Department.

"LIRE A LOT of officers, we
, questioned it and were against

it until we saw how it worked
in the field. We can see the re-
sults now," Beckman said.

Beckman,, Sgt. James Oney
and Patrolman James Bri..vn
were at the Law Enforcement
Center today to discuss the
program with Charlotte police-
men.

Charlotte has received
01,000 in federal funds to start
a similar program here. The
progant is designed to have
specially trained office's deal
with domestic trouble and fam-
ily disturbances.

The Louisville program was
started with a federal grant of
$118,000. The 12 officers en-
rolled In the program complet-
ed 100 hours of study in behav-
lorial science at the University
of Louisville before taking the
field.

"We were doubtful about It
even after we took our rain- -
lag," Brown said. "But once
we went out, handled the dis-
putants and saw actual results,
we feel differently.

"We feel sure the policemen
here in Charlotte will be op-
posed to it, Some people are
opposed to anything that's new
regardless of how good it is."

Oney said the problems of
policemen answering domestic
calls will continue "so why not
be better nrepared for it,"

FBI statistics show that one
out of every iive officers killed
in the line of duty were an-
swering domestic disturbance
calls.

"Officers are seared of do-

mestic quarrels because we
never know what to expect."
Beckman said. "I was too, be-
fore I knew how to handle it.

"NOW WE FEEL better pre-
pared when we go into a
house. We still have problems
with them, but we can see re-
sults."

The officers said
haven't been assaulted

they
on any

domestic calls since the pro.
grz.1 began in July.

By the same token, the aift-
cers said, other officers 'an-
swering domestic calls have
been assaulted 19 times.

Charlotte police hope to start
their family crisis Unit early
next month. Training for 'the'
officers will be conducted; coy
the Family and ChIldift's
Services.

4
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Aid Do

,Ibt JIM hi`" °M alt
.0ksinuir Ayr Writer

if there's anything a police
officer. hates. it's being.,called
to settle a domestic fighti

"It's .the second most dread-
ed call" (after an appeal for
help from a fellow policeman),
a veterad Charlotte officer said
Thursday.

And there's good reason for
this. Federal Burma of Inves-
tigatibn statistics 'sow that 40
per cent of th-, assaults on off!.
cers occur v hen they're trying
to settle ta.nily squabbles, as
do the deaths of 20 per cent of
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r ject ay
testic Calls

the officers -killed when on
fluty,

This r not be the case,
three :s tram the Louis-
ville -e Department told
Char . pollee officers Thurs.
0417.

These men, Sgt. James
On e y, John Beckman and
James N. Brown. participated
In a pilot project involving
training in family crisis into--
volition. Similar training will
begin for selected Charlotte po
licronen lech. 2.

The results, the Louisville

policemen said, were aound-
ing, and included:

No assaults on the 12 men
who had the specialized train-
Ng. Twelve other men, work

the same district, were
'ed 19 times.

cieaie in the number
within the homes in

If tins occurred
locol officei,

tight he fewer

the,

think.
111.11 del,

The ,,olullon of
many foitillfes' problems. "We
by no mean% settled every do-
:nestle disput c," Patrolman

Beekman said, "but we had
much more succesS than there
ever had been before.4

The six-month project. which
was funded by a $118,000 feders
at gran t, began with four
weeks' framing, mart of v hich
was held nt the University of,
Louisville Psychology 'Clinic.

"We bad tna hours of classc.4
in the behavioral sciences and
sonic realts.tm- confrontations
with de.neNtir crises through
the use of actors brought in
from . New York," Beckman
said.

Two officers world confront
the actors in a role playing sit
untion which was watched
from behind a one way mirror
and put% %Idea tape.

"Feedback from the artori
nag also helpful." Beckman

See NEW. Pr:. 2n, Cal. 5
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New Project May Aid Charlotte Police
When Called To Settle Domestic Fights
Cep tlaued From Pare 18

odd. "because they told you
what you could have done to
make them feel better.

TN result, the of ficers
agreed, was that they bad a
new concept to use when they
went on patrol.

"In the past, there were only
three choices an a very (Tom
Mex. highly emotional situa-
tion," Beelman said.

"We could tell the person
who appeared threatened to
get a warrant. We could take
shies. Or, if we saw a violation
of the law, we could make an
arrest.

"Now, we have many tech-
niques which we vary accord -
ing to the 61:uatlon." Among
those Beckman listed were

Isolating the millr coin
hatants into separate rooms
while keeping the other officer
in slew at all !me:, ...lie
member. its an explicaer :iia.
at km. ")

Having each officer hear
bnlh shies rf the tnry.

;left 'snow involved to any
put :,c ..ency which might he

; he 'One aspect of the
training program was to ri
form the officers of pea hat
kind of help was atilIah! in
1,nurville.)

Have each party prorm.a
to follow a particular plan of
action for 24 hours if the other
iiiiity will make a sita:ar
proin6e.

"The most import/sot thine.
however. Is that the people

mold Ice that we featly
eared," Beckman Neill. Th:
Max ospeetalls true '*hen the
effleem made fellowom calk.

According to ('ha; lotte Sgt.

C, I) Itridge, whn went to
Louisville to ..re how the sys-
1"01 woi twit ;hr 4 441' c arc
rot only fewer ns.;303 and
I' 'IPi lannh it'I.Ilions. but

;4.

also ;mod relations between pa
lice and the piddle. "People
aeluaily rail up and ask for
ret'vn riff -ere te help them,"
he said.
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